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much﻿ vessels﻿ of﻿ memory﻿ in﻿ which﻿ memory﻿ passively﻿ resides﻿ but﻿ objects﻿ or﻿






































tic﻿ focal﻿ points,﻿ the﻿ theme﻿ shows﻿ no﻿ signs﻿ of﻿ running﻿ dry.﻿ On﻿ the﻿ contrary,﻿
because﻿of﻿the﻿ongoing﻿turmoil,﻿the﻿city﻿as﻿a﻿point﻿of﻿reference﻿seems﻿to﻿gain﻿
new﻿importance﻿all﻿the﻿time.﻿This﻿observation﻿was﻿precisely﻿the﻿starting﻿point﻿





















them﻿ as works of art,﻿with﻿attention﻿ to﻿ their﻿materiality﻿and﻿ tangibility.﻿Our﻿














first﻿part﻿of﻿the﻿book,﻿Competing Memories and Contrasting Meanings﻿is﻿dedi-
cated﻿to﻿cases﻿in﻿which﻿the﻿concept﻿of﻿Jerusalem﻿creates﻿contrasts﻿through﻿the﻿










































conflict,﻿ caused﻿ by﻿ history,﻿ problematic﻿ and﻿ contested﻿ in﻿ the﻿ present,﻿ and﻿ a﻿
possible﻿hopeful﻿answer﻿for﻿the﻿future.
In﻿ her﻿ contribution﻿ on﻿ The Green Line by﻿ the﻿ Belgian﻿ artist﻿ Francis﻿ Alÿs,﻿
Mette﻿Gieskes﻿also﻿tackles﻿the﻿contested﻿boundaries﻿of﻿Jerusalem﻿and﻿Israel﻿as﻿
a﻿whole.﻿Here,﻿the﻿focus﻿is﻿on﻿the﻿impact﻿of﻿the﻿politically﻿sensitive﻿armistice﻿





also﻿explores﻿ the﻿political﻿potential﻿of﻿art,﻿ stimulates﻿awareness﻿of﻿ the﻿arbi-
trariness﻿ of﻿ two-dimensional﻿ borders﻿ that﻿ are﻿ enforced﻿ onto﻿ a﻿ continuous,﻿
three-dimensional﻿world,﻿dividing﻿the﻿indivisible.﻿
Wouter﻿Weijers﻿presents﻿a﻿profound﻿analysis﻿of﻿two﻿homonymous﻿paintings﻿



















and﻿ aesthetic﻿ paradigms﻿ of﻿ their﻿ own﻿ milieu.﻿ Lost﻿ as﻿ a﻿ material﻿ source﻿ and﻿
only﻿ fragmentarily﻿ described﻿ in﻿ various﻿ texts,﻿ the﻿ divine﻿ Jewish﻿Temple,﻿ the﻿
holiest﻿of﻿places﻿for﻿the﻿People﻿of﻿the﻿Book,﻿made﻿one﻿of﻿the﻿authoritative﻿focal﻿






porary﻿ Jerusalem.﻿ Instead﻿ of﻿ reconstructing﻿ their﻿ original﻿ form,﻿ seven﻿ key﻿
monuments,﻿starting﻿with﻿the﻿Church﻿of﻿the﻿Holy﻿Sepulchre,﻿are﻿considered﻿as﻿







locations,﻿ buildings﻿ and﻿ liturgical﻿ ceremonies,﻿ were﻿ employed﻿ to﻿ represent﻿
and﻿ incorporate﻿ Jerusalem﻿ in﻿ (Early)﻿ Christian﻿ Rome.﻿ His﻿ diachronic﻿ survey﻿
shows﻿ that﻿ the﻿ link﻿between﻿ the﻿ two﻿cities﻿had﻿ been﻿established﻿as﻿early﻿as﻿
Constantinian﻿ times﻿ and﻿ was﻿ (re)activated﻿ through﻿ the﻿ ages.﻿ However,﻿ the﻿
references﻿seem﻿to﻿be﻿more﻿or﻿less﻿independent﻿phenomena.﻿De﻿Blaauw﻿dem-










































and﻿ the﻿ Renaissance.﻿With﻿ their﻿ translocation﻿ to﻿ other﻿ regions,﻿ monuments﻿
7Introduction﻿–﻿Recollection﻿In﻿Patches
marking﻿biblical﻿episodes﻿were﻿transformed﻿into﻿simulacra,﻿enabling﻿pilgrims﻿
to﻿ pursue﻿ their﻿ devotions﻿ to﻿ the﻿ holy﻿ places﻿ without﻿ having﻿ to﻿ travel﻿ to﻿ the﻿
Holy﻿Land.﻿Apart﻿from﻿a﻿few﻿sometimes﻿rather﻿randomly﻿chosen﻿characteris-

























and﻿ music﻿ are﻿ presented﻿ within﻿ a﻿ specific﻿ Jewish﻿ context.﻿With﻿ his﻿ Medinat 







days﻿ it﻿ is﻿ perhaps﻿ by﻿ these﻿ confusing﻿ projects,﻿ in﻿ which﻿ irony﻿ meets﻿ social﻿
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Mapping Palestinian Territories in Mona Hatoum’s 






tional﻿ Palestinian﻿ product﻿ made﻿ of﻿ olive﻿ oil.﻿ Hatoum﻿ pressed﻿ tiny﻿ red﻿ glass﻿
beads﻿in﻿curved﻿lines﻿ into﻿the﻿soap﻿(Fig.﻿ 1.2).﻿At﻿ first﻿sight,﻿ the﻿ lines﻿seem﻿to﻿
make﻿up﻿abstract﻿forms,﻿but﻿in﻿fact﻿they﻿depict﻿part﻿of﻿the﻿occupied﻿Palestinian﻿
territories﻿ that,﻿ as﻿ determined﻿ by﻿ the﻿ 1993﻿ Oslo﻿ Accords,﻿ Israel﻿ should﻿ have﻿
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Figure﻿1.1 Mona Hatoum, Present﻿Tense, 1996, soap and 
glass beads, 4.5 × 241 × 299 cm, installation at 
Anadiel Gallery, Jerusalem. Courtesy﻿White﻿
Cube﻿and﻿Anadiel﻿Gallery,﻿Jerusalem.
Figure﻿1.2 Mona Hatoum, Present﻿Tense (detail), 1996, soap 
and glass beads, 4.5 × 241 × 299 cm, installation at 










gan﻿ through﻿ the﻿ smell﻿ of﻿ soap.﻿Through﻿ this﻿ relationship,﻿ an﻿ interplay﻿ takes﻿
place﻿between﻿the﻿political﻿content﻿of﻿the﻿work,﻿the﻿site﻿and﻿the﻿viewer.﻿Al-
though﻿ the﻿ exhibition﻿ at﻿ the﻿ Anadiel﻿ Gallery﻿ included﻿ several﻿ of﻿ Hatoum’s﻿
works,﻿this﻿contribution﻿focuses﻿on﻿how﻿Hatoum,﻿in﻿her﻿site-specific﻿sculpture﻿
Present Tense﻿ –﻿ as﻿ installed﻿ in﻿ Jerusalem﻿ –﻿ sets﻿ up﻿ a﻿ physical﻿ encounter﻿ be-
tween﻿artwork﻿and﻿viewer﻿by﻿stimulating﻿the﻿senses,﻿in﻿order﻿to﻿examine﻿the﻿












The﻿ visit﻿ to﻿ Jerusalem﻿ was﻿ of﻿ personal﻿ importance﻿ for﻿ Hatoum.﻿ She﻿ was﻿
born﻿in﻿1952﻿in﻿Beirut,﻿Lebanon,﻿but﻿her﻿family﻿is﻿originally﻿from﻿Haifa.﻿When﻿


















seemed﻿ to﻿ be﻿ about﻿ turning﻿ the﻿ gallery﻿ into﻿ a﻿ hostile﻿ environment,﻿ but﻿ the﻿














































Assembly﻿ of﻿ the﻿ United﻿ Nations﻿ had﻿ agreed﻿ to﻿ make﻿ an﻿ international﻿ zone,﻿
including﻿Jerusalem,﻿that﻿would﻿be﻿governed﻿by﻿a﻿U.N.﻿trusteeship﻿council.﻿Be-
fore﻿ this﻿ plan﻿ could﻿ be﻿ made﻿ operable,﻿ Jerusalem﻿ had﻿ already﻿ been﻿ divided﻿
between﻿Israel﻿and﻿Jordan.﻿Israel﻿then﻿claimed﻿Jerusalem﻿as﻿its﻿capital﻿in﻿1950,﻿



































to﻿Hatoum﻿ever﻿since﻿as﻿a﻿student﻿she﻿read﻿the﻿book﻿Discipline and Punish: the 









tower﻿ against﻿ the﻿ wall﻿ of﻿ the﻿ cylinder.﻿ From﻿ the﻿ central﻿ tower,﻿ a﻿ guard﻿ can﻿
monitor﻿each﻿cell.﻿The﻿key﻿to﻿disciplining﻿the﻿prisoners﻿is﻿to﻿make﻿them﻿believe﻿
they﻿are﻿under﻿constant﻿observation,﻿even﻿if﻿they﻿are﻿not.﻿Thus,﻿ inmates﻿are﻿



























shifting﻿ under﻿ your﻿ feet.﻿This﻿ is﻿ an﻿ environment﻿ in﻿ constant﻿ flux﻿ –﻿ no﻿
Figure﻿1.3 Mona Hatoum, Light﻿Sentence, 1992, wire mesh lockers, slow-moving motorized 









or﻿ to﻿ work.﻿ As﻿ Foucault﻿ indicated,﻿ these﻿ institutions﻿ also﻿ discipline﻿ people,﻿
since﻿they﻿set﻿norms﻿–﻿either﻿through﻿examination﻿of﻿students﻿or﻿job﻿descrip-






tutional﻿ structures﻿ in﻿ Western﻿ urban﻿ environments﻿ that﻿ are﻿ about﻿ the﻿













15﻿ Hatoum﻿ interviewed﻿ by:﻿ Antoni﻿ 2002,﻿ pp.﻿ 117–19.﻿ Although﻿ Hatoum﻿ specifically﻿ relates﻿
institutional﻿violence﻿to﻿Western﻿urban﻿environments,﻿institutionalization﻿is﻿not﻿a﻿typical﻿
Western﻿phenomenon.﻿Hatoum﻿perhaps﻿relates﻿institutionalization﻿to﻿Western﻿environ-
ments,﻿because﻿–﻿she﻿has﻿stated﻿–﻿ it﻿was﻿ in﻿London﻿that﻿she﻿ for﻿ the﻿ first﻿ time﻿became﻿
aware﻿of﻿such﻿an﻿institution:﻿‘The﻿Slade﻿[School﻿of﻿Fine﻿Art]﻿was﻿my﻿first﻿encounter﻿with﻿
a﻿large﻿institution,﻿and﻿the﻿impersonal,﻿bureaucratic﻿machinery﻿that﻿constitutes﻿the﻿‘insti-


























[…]﻿ the﻿ allusion﻿ of﻿ a﻿ stable,﻿ measurable﻿ space.﻿ [My]﻿ works﻿ are﻿ more﻿ about﻿
mappings﻿ of﻿ precarious﻿ space﻿ with﻿ unstable﻿ boundaries﻿ and﻿ a﻿ shaky﻿












20﻿ Lecture﻿by﻿Hatoum:﻿Mona Hatoum: Mappings,﻿Vimeo﻿video,﻿24:03﻿min.,﻿posted﻿by﻿Serpen-
tine﻿Gallery,﻿2011,﻿http://vimeo.com/24541176﻿(accessed﻿on﻿7﻿November﻿2012).













tinian﻿ women﻿ were﻿ already﻿ making﻿ the﻿ soap﻿ for﻿ household﻿ purposes﻿ more﻿
than﻿one﻿thousand﻿years﻿ago.﻿The﻿major﻿soap﻿industry﻿in﻿the﻿city﻿came﻿into﻿
existence﻿ in﻿ the﻿ tenth﻿ century,﻿ and﻿ the﻿ soap﻿ was﻿ exported﻿ across﻿ the﻿ Arab﻿
world﻿and﻿Europe.﻿The﻿industry﻿was﻿at﻿its﻿height﻿at﻿the﻿end﻿of﻿the﻿nineteenth﻿
century﻿with﻿nearly﻿40﻿factories﻿in﻿existence.﻿In﻿the﻿twentieth﻿century,﻿many﻿
22﻿ Lecture﻿by﻿Hatoum:﻿Mona Hatoum: Mappings,﻿Vimeo﻿video,﻿24:03﻿min.,﻿posted﻿by﻿Serpen-
tine﻿Gallery,﻿2011,﻿http://vimeo.com/24541176﻿(accessed﻿on﻿7﻿November﻿2012).






The﻿ factory﻿ that﻿ produced﻿ ‘Al-Jamal’﻿ soap,﻿ the﻿ brand﻿ Hatoum﻿ used,﻿ was﻿ de-
stroyed﻿by﻿Israeli﻿forces﻿in﻿2002.24









soap﻿ triggers﻿ recollection.﻿ In﻿ his﻿ book﻿ Swann’s Way, Remembrance of Things 
Past﻿ (1913),﻿ Marcel﻿ Proust﻿ described﻿ how﻿ penetrating﻿ smells﻿ can﻿ be,﻿ as﻿ did﻿





Grenouille﻿ sat﻿ on﻿ the﻿ logs,﻿ his﻿ legs﻿ outstretched﻿ and﻿ his﻿ back﻿ leaned﻿
against﻿the﻿wall﻿of﻿the﻿shed.﻿He﻿had﻿closed﻿his﻿eyes﻿and﻿did﻿not﻿stir.﻿He﻿
























sponse﻿ in﻿ the﻿ viewer.﻿ Present Tense﻿ is﻿ Hatoum’s﻿ only﻿ olfactory﻿ artwork,﻿ and﻿
Hatoum﻿has﻿never﻿explicitly﻿said﻿anything﻿about﻿the﻿effect﻿of﻿smells﻿on﻿view-

















In﻿ Present Tense,﻿ the﻿ smell﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Nablus﻿ soap﻿ pulls﻿ a﻿ viewer﻿ towards﻿ the﻿
work.﻿As﻿the﻿material﻿ is﻿a﻿traditional﻿Palestinian﻿product,﻿the﻿smell﻿can﻿also﻿
evoke﻿emotional﻿responses﻿to﻿the﻿work﻿in﻿Palestinians.﻿Laura﻿U.﻿Marks﻿has﻿ar-











determine﻿ which﻿ thoughts,﻿ memories,﻿ emotions﻿ or﻿ ideas﻿ the﻿ smell﻿ actually﻿
triggered﻿in﻿the﻿viewers.﻿Perhaps﻿the﻿smell﻿recalled﻿childhood﻿experiences,﻿or﻿
possibly﻿–﻿as﻿a﻿symbol﻿of﻿the﻿Palestinian﻿identity﻿–﻿functioned﻿as﻿a﻿reminder﻿of﻿







longing﻿ may﻿ have﻿ been﻿ accompanied﻿ by﻿ a﻿ feeling﻿ of﻿ sadness,﻿ because﻿ the﻿
homeland,﻿as﻿they﻿knew﻿it,﻿no﻿longer﻿existed.﻿The﻿integration﻿of﻿the﻿map﻿of﻿the﻿
Oslo﻿Accords﻿must﻿have﻿only﻿enhanced﻿that﻿ feeling,﻿as﻿ it﻿ shows﻿ fragmented﻿




The﻿ meaning﻿ of﻿ the﻿ smell﻿ of﻿ Nablus﻿ soap﻿ is,﻿ however,﻿ partially﻿ culturally﻿
determined.34﻿The﻿smell﻿of﻿olive﻿oil﻿soap﻿will﻿only﻿evoke﻿memories﻿in﻿Palestin-
ians,﻿and﻿only﻿in﻿those﻿Palestinians﻿who﻿grew﻿up﻿with﻿the﻿smell.﻿Viewers﻿with-





























































set﻿ up﻿ situations﻿ where﻿ viewers﻿ could﻿ experience﻿ for﻿ themselves﻿ feelings﻿ of﻿
danger,﻿ threat,﻿ instability﻿ and﻿ uncertainty﻿ through﻿ the﻿ physical﻿ interaction﻿
with﻿the﻿work’.38﻿
The﻿first﻿of﻿Hatoum’s﻿works﻿to﻿establish﻿a﻿physical﻿relationship﻿between﻿the﻿





Figure﻿1.5 Carl Andre, 144﻿Magnesium﻿Square, 1969, magnesium, 1 × 365.8 × 365.8 cm, 
London: Tate Collection. ©﻿Tate,﻿London﻿2013,﻿©﻿Carl﻿Andre,﻿144﻿Magne-
sium﻿Square,﻿1969,﻿c/o﻿Pictoright﻿Amsterdam.
26 Schulenberg
completely﻿ dark.39﻿ Standing﻿ at﻿ a﻿ distance,﻿ the﻿ viewer﻿ was﻿ attracted﻿ by﻿ the﻿
beauty﻿of﻿the﻿six﻿red﻿lines,﻿but﻿when﻿approaching﻿the﻿work,﻿the﻿heat﻿–﻿another﻿
bodily﻿sensation﻿–﻿became﻿uncomfortable﻿and﻿at﻿a﻿certain﻿point﻿even﻿threat-
ening.﻿ As﻿ Hatoum﻿ states:﻿ ‘The﻿ associations﻿ with﻿ imprisonment,﻿ torture﻿ and﻿
pain﻿were﻿suggested﻿by﻿the﻿physical﻿aspect﻿of﻿the﻿work﻿and﻿the﻿phenomenol-
ogy﻿of﻿ the﻿materials﻿used’.40﻿Hatoum﻿established﻿a﻿physical﻿ relationship﻿be-
tween﻿ the﻿ viewer﻿ and﻿ the﻿ work,﻿ so﻿ that﻿ through﻿ her﻿ work﻿ the﻿ viewer﻿ might﻿
experience﻿feelings﻿of﻿threat,﻿danger﻿and﻿fear.﻿
The Light at the End﻿and﻿Present Tense﻿both﻿make﻿use﻿of﻿a﻿sensory﻿experi-
ence﻿to﻿pull﻿the﻿viewer﻿towards﻿the﻿work﻿and﻿arouse﻿strong﻿associative﻿emo-
tional﻿ responses.﻿ For﻿ both﻿ works,﻿ Hatoum﻿ used﻿ the﻿ minimalist﻿ aesthetic﻿
language.﻿Hatoum﻿started﻿ to﻿use﻿ the﻿minimalist﻿ language﻿ in﻿ 1989,﻿when﻿ the﻿




Figure﻿1.6 Mona Hatoum, The﻿Light﻿at﻿the﻿End, 1989, Angle iron frame, six electric heating 








ists’﻿ preoccupation﻿ with﻿ the﻿ viewer’s﻿ physical﻿ encounter﻿ with﻿ an﻿ artwork,﻿
Hatoum’s﻿appropriation﻿of﻿the﻿minimalist﻿aesthetic﻿language﻿in﻿Present Tense﻿
contributes﻿to﻿a﻿phenomenological﻿experience﻿and﻿understanding﻿of﻿the﻿work.﻿
As﻿ it﻿ is﻿ beyond﻿ the﻿ reach﻿ of﻿ this﻿ contribution﻿ to﻿ delve﻿ into﻿ the﻿ minimalists’﻿
theories﻿on﻿the﻿viewer’s﻿bodily﻿engagement,﻿the﻿following﻿will﻿be﻿restricted﻿to﻿
Andre’s﻿floor﻿pieces,﻿such﻿as﻿144 Magnesium Square,﻿which﻿is﻿similar﻿to﻿Present 
Tense on﻿ several﻿ levels.﻿ In﻿ his﻿ book﻿ The Sculptural Imagination. Figurative, 
Modernist, Minimalist,﻿Alex﻿Potts﻿describes﻿how﻿a﻿viewer’s﻿engagement﻿with﻿



















































gagement﻿ with﻿ the﻿ work﻿ for﻿ the﻿ viewer.﻿ This﻿ is﻿ different﻿ from﻿ Carl﻿ Andre’s﻿
work,﻿ which﻿ does﻿ not﻿ explicitly﻿ refer﻿ to﻿ politics,﻿ even﻿ if﻿ the﻿ artist’s﻿ political﻿
convictions﻿in﻿part﻿determined﻿the﻿structure,﻿materials,﻿and﻿form﻿of﻿his﻿work.48﻿











Reinstallations of Present Tense
As﻿Present Tense﻿was﻿shown﻿at,﻿and﻿made﻿explicitly﻿for,﻿an﻿exhibition﻿in﻿Jerusa-
lem,﻿the﻿context﻿of﻿the﻿city﻿affects﻿the﻿work.﻿Hatoum,﻿however,﻿reinstalled﻿the﻿
work﻿ several﻿ times,﻿ for﻿ instance﻿ for﻿ her﻿ solo﻿ exhibition﻿ Present Tense: Mona 
Hatoum﻿at﻿the﻿Parasol﻿Unit,﻿Foundation﻿for﻿Contemporary﻿Art﻿in﻿London﻿in﻿
















orientation II: The Rise and Fall of Arab Cities,﻿Hatoum’s﻿sculpture﻿obtained﻿its﻿
meaning﻿through﻿the﻿context﻿of﻿the﻿subject﻿of﻿the﻿exhibition.﻿This﻿exhibition﻿
showed﻿ the﻿ work﻿ of﻿ Arab﻿ artists﻿ who﻿ examined﻿ issues﻿ of﻿ conflicts,﻿ war﻿ and﻿
displacement﻿ in﻿ their﻿ work﻿ after﻿ the﻿ utopian﻿ vision﻿ of﻿ the﻿ pan-Arab﻿ unity﻿
failed﻿in﻿the﻿1970s.51﻿
The﻿question﻿may﻿arise,﻿however,﻿whether﻿the﻿reinstallation﻿and﻿conserva-









scope﻿ of﻿ this﻿ article﻿ to﻿ discuss﻿ the﻿ performance,﻿ but﻿ for﻿ an﻿ excerpt,﻿ see:﻿ Nablus Soap 



































52﻿ Hatoum﻿quoted﻿in:﻿TateShots: Mona Hatoum, studio visit,﻿YouTube﻿video,﻿4:15﻿min.,﻿posted﻿
by﻿Tate,﻿September﻿29,﻿2011,﻿http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xs3DzydSKu8﻿(accessed﻿
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The Green Line  
Potency, Absurdity, and Disruption of Dichotomy in 












times doing something poetic can become political, and sometimes doing some-
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that﻿carried﻿the﻿name﻿of﻿the﻿subtitle﻿of﻿the﻿work:﻿Sometimes doing something 




Line,﻿ paraphernalia,﻿ sculptures﻿ by﻿ the﻿ name﻿ of﻿ camguns﻿ –﻿ hybrids﻿ between﻿
camera’s﻿and﻿machine﻿guns﻿–﻿and﻿paintings﻿of﻿various﻿places﻿in﻿and﻿around﻿
Jerusalem,﻿such﻿as﻿Jerusalem E.,﻿Baqe,﻿Bazra﻿and﻿Untitled (2004),﻿which﻿the﻿art-




















What﻿ gave﻿ Alÿs’s﻿ walk﻿ through﻿ Jerusalem﻿ an﻿ extra﻿ charge﻿ and﻿ provoked﻿
much﻿commentary﻿was﻿of﻿course﻿the﻿fact﻿that﻿his﻿route﻿was﻿determined﻿by﻿the﻿
Green﻿Line﻿that﻿Lt﻿Colonel﻿Moshe﻿Dayan,﻿military﻿commander﻿of﻿the﻿Israeli﻿
forces﻿ in﻿the﻿region﻿of﻿ Jerusalem﻿towards﻿the﻿end﻿of﻿ Israel’s﻿ 1948–49﻿War﻿of﻿










Figure﻿2.3 Francis Alÿs, View﻿of﻿Aboudis, Jerusalem, June 2004, 




section﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Jordan﻿Valley﻿ and﻿ ending﻿ in﻿ the﻿ Dead﻿ Sea﻿ at﻿ the﻿ median﻿ line﻿







do﻿ so﻿ at﻿ some﻿ sites,﻿ areas﻿ that﻿ were﻿ to﻿ become﻿ demilitarized﻿ buffer﻿ zones,﻿




recognized﻿ in﻿ 1949﻿as﻿ the﻿provisional﻿eastern﻿border﻿of﻿ Israel﻿ in﻿ the﻿Rhodes﻿
Armistice﻿Agreements,﻿also﻿signed﻿by﻿the﻿neighboring﻿countries﻿Egypt,﻿Leba-
non,﻿ Jordan,﻿ and﻿ Syria.13﻿ David﻿ Newman﻿ gives﻿ an﻿ overview﻿ of﻿ the﻿ changes﻿
made﻿in﻿the﻿1949﻿agreements,﻿which﻿slightly﻿altered﻿the﻿course﻿of﻿the﻿demarca-
tion﻿ line﻿of﻿ 1948.﻿Many﻿of﻿ the﻿changes﻿were﻿determined﻿by﻿Israel’s﻿desire﻿ to﻿
maintain﻿control﻿over﻿main﻿roads﻿and﻿railways﻿and,﻿less,﻿by﻿the﻿needs﻿of﻿the﻿
local﻿population.﻿The﻿1949﻿armistice﻿line﻿was,﻿as﻿a﻿result,﻿more﻿curved﻿in﻿some﻿
places﻿ than﻿ the﻿ line﻿ drawn﻿ by﻿ Dayan﻿ in﻿ 1948.14﻿ Within﻿ Jerusalem,﻿ the﻿ most﻿
southern﻿point﻿of﻿the﻿line﻿is﻿near﻿Ramat﻿Rachel﻿and﻿its﻿most﻿northern﻿point﻿is﻿
in﻿ the﻿ proximity﻿ of﻿ Givat﻿ HaMivtar.﻿ According﻿ to﻿ Meron﻿ Benvenisti,﻿ whose﻿
1996﻿book﻿City of Stone: The Hidden History of Jerusalem﻿Alÿs﻿excerpted﻿in﻿his﻿
states﻿that﻿the﻿scale﻿was﻿1:25,000.﻿Newman﻿1995,﻿p.﻿8.﻿Newman﻿writes﻿that﻿the﻿line﻿on﻿the﻿
map﻿ was﻿ drawn﻿ with﻿ colored﻿ pencil,﻿ called﻿ green﻿ because﻿ it﻿ was﻿ printed﻿ in﻿ green﻿ on﻿
Israeli﻿maps.﻿See:﻿Newman﻿1995,﻿p.﻿8.﻿Newman﻿bases﻿his﻿account﻿on﻿Moshe﻿Brawer’s﻿The 
Boundaries of Eretz Israel,﻿Tel﻿Aviv:﻿Yavneh﻿1988,﻿written﻿in﻿Hebrew. The﻿only﻿copy﻿of﻿the﻿
























































cially﻿ revoked﻿ boundary﻿ has﻿ been﻿ deliberately﻿ secured﻿ by﻿ Israel﻿ in﻿ various﻿
ways.﻿ As﻿ Newman﻿ has﻿ pointed﻿ out,﻿ Israel﻿ has,﻿ for﻿ instance,﻿ minimized﻿ eco-
nomic﻿contact﻿between﻿the﻿West﻿Bank﻿and﻿land﻿west﻿of﻿the﻿former﻿Green﻿Line,﻿











Bank﻿ and﻿ constructing﻿ various﻿ types﻿ of﻿ infrastructure.24﻿ After﻿ the﻿ 1967﻿War,﻿
Israel﻿ actually﻿ instituted﻿ a﻿ law﻿ annexing﻿ East﻿ Jerusalem﻿ to﻿ its﻿ own﻿ territory.﻿











































being﻿ located﻿ in﻿ the﻿West﻿ Bank.29﻿ Such﻿ massive﻿ separation﻿ walls﻿ appear﻿ on﻿






27﻿ Newman﻿1995,﻿p.﻿1.﻿Newman’s﻿Boundaries in Flux: The ‘Green Line’ Boundary between Israel 
and the West Bank – Past, Present and Future,﻿ is﻿a﻿synthesizing﻿study﻿of﻿the﻿history﻿and﻿
future﻿of﻿the﻿Green﻿Line﻿that﻿is﻿clearly﻿predicated﻿on﻿the﻿idea﻿that﻿the﻿Green﻿Line﻿should﻿















































the﻿exhibition﻿The Object Quality of the Problem (On the Space of Palestine/Is-
rael),﻿which﻿reflects﻿on﻿the﻿Palestine/Israel﻿conflict﻿in﻿spatial﻿terms.34﻿In﻿this﻿




ous’,﻿ Palestinians﻿ still﻿ attempt﻿ to﻿ experience﻿ the﻿ space﻿ as﻿ a﻿ porous﻿ ‘space﻿ of﻿
flows’.35﻿In﻿another﻿contribution﻿to﻿the﻿same﻿catalogue,﻿Eyal﻿Weizman’s﻿‘Poli-











Israel﻿ for﻿ (temporary)﻿ employment﻿ have﻿ been﻿ much﻿ stricter﻿ than﻿ before:﻿ workers﻿ are﻿
issued﻿identity﻿cards﻿that﻿have﻿to﻿be﻿shown﻿at﻿check﻿posts﻿and﻿road﻿blocks﻿established﻿
along﻿what﻿used﻿to﻿be﻿the﻿Green﻿Line.﻿Newman﻿1995,﻿p.﻿14.











































ates﻿ the﻿ fact﻿ that﻿ this﻿ highly﻿ influential﻿ boundary﻿ is﻿ in﻿ fact﻿ relatively﻿
unrecognizable﻿ on﻿ the﻿ actual﻿ ground,﻿ gives﻿ viewers﻿ the﻿ sense﻿ that﻿ the﻿ work﻿










versed﻿ the﻿ modern﻿ ideal﻿ of﻿ minimum﻿ effort,﻿ maximum﻿ result﻿ (for﻿ Alÿs﻿ an﻿
earmark﻿of﻿economic﻿logic),﻿but﻿also﻿mockingly﻿contrasted﻿the﻿obstacles﻿mi-
grant﻿workers﻿face﻿when﻿attempting﻿to﻿cross﻿borders﻿to﻿the﻿unreflective﻿ease﻿
and﻿ naturalness﻿ with﻿ which﻿ artists﻿ and﻿ other﻿ art﻿ world﻿ denizens﻿ nowadays﻿
travel﻿the﻿world﻿from﻿one﻿biennial﻿or﻿triennial﻿to﻿another.41﻿With﻿regard﻿to﻿a﻿
later﻿ work,﻿ Don’t Cross the Bridge Before You Get to the River (working title)﻿
(2008),﻿Alÿs﻿has﻿said﻿that﻿the﻿‘contradiction﻿of﻿our﻿times’﻿is:﻿‘how﻿can﻿we﻿live﻿in﻿
a﻿ global﻿ economy﻿ and﻿ be﻿ refused﻿ free﻿ global﻿ flow?’42﻿ For﻿ this﻿ work,﻿ Alÿs﻿ in-
structed﻿one﻿line﻿of﻿children﻿with﻿toy﻿boats﻿in﻿the﻿Strait﻿of﻿Gibraltar﻿to﻿leave﻿
Spain﻿ in﻿ the﻿ direction﻿ of﻿ Morocco﻿ and﻿ another﻿ one﻿ to﻿ wade﻿ towards﻿ Spain﻿
from﻿Morocco,﻿with﻿the﻿imaginary﻿intention﻿of﻿meeting﻿at﻿the﻿horizon.﻿Both﻿of﻿

































of﻿ separation’.﻿ Weizman﻿ himself﻿ believes﻿ that﻿ the﻿ seed﻿ of﻿ a﻿ peaceful﻿ future﻿











ing,﻿ or﻿ is﻿ it﻿ more﻿ a﻿ matter﻿ of﻿ creating﻿ a﻿ sensation﻿ of﻿ ‘meaninglessness’﻿
that﻿ shows﻿ the﻿ absurdity﻿ of﻿ the﻿ situation?﻿ Can﻿ an﻿ absurd﻿ act﻿ provoke﻿








cant﻿ without﻿ assuming﻿ a﻿ doctrinal﻿ standpoint﻿ or﻿ aspiring﻿ to﻿ become﻿



















absurdity﻿ of﻿ past﻿ events﻿ and﻿ the﻿ current,﻿ very﻿ real﻿ situation,﻿ along﻿ with﻿ the﻿
absence﻿of﻿a﻿proposal﻿that﻿suggests﻿a﻿way﻿out﻿of﻿deadlock,﻿that﻿prevents﻿The 
Green Line﻿from﻿becoming﻿one-dimensionally﻿doctrinal﻿and﻿activist,﻿or﻿naively﻿
optimistic.﻿Given﻿the﻿close﻿ to﻿unsurpassable﻿complexity﻿of﻿ the﻿ Israeli-Pales-
tine﻿conflict,﻿Alÿs﻿was﻿not﻿really﻿in﻿the﻿position﻿to﻿envisage﻿a﻿mythical,﻿unified,﻿
non-partitioned﻿ space﻿ for﻿ Jerusalem﻿ in﻿ the﻿ vein﻿ of﻿ Bridge/Puente,﻿ one﻿ that﻿
might﻿have﻿embodied﻿the﻿hope﻿Alÿs﻿has﻿frequently﻿expressed﻿that﻿rumors﻿set﻿
off﻿ by﻿ his﻿ works﻿ could﻿ lead﻿ to﻿ a﻿ transformation﻿ of﻿ fiction﻿ into﻿ reality.49﻿The﻿
potential﻿of﻿rumors﻿triggered﻿by﻿The Green Line﻿to﻿bring﻿about﻿change﻿are﻿more﻿
likely﻿to﻿reside﻿in﻿the﻿work’s﻿invitation﻿to﻿viewers﻿to﻿see﻿the﻿actual﻿situation﻿as﻿
absurd.﻿The﻿ ludicrous﻿ transgression﻿ of﻿ most﻿ of﻿ Alÿs’s﻿ actions,﻿ including﻿ The 









tive﻿ situations,﻿ affronting﻿ them﻿ with﻿ painful﻿ issues﻿ from﻿ a﻿ humorous﻿ dis-






gle,﻿ succinct﻿ image,﻿ phrase,﻿ or﻿ aphorism,﻿ one﻿ that﻿ can﻿ crystalize﻿ the﻿ entire﻿
work.51﻿ This﻿ condensation﻿ facilitates﻿ the﻿ subsequent﻿ dissemination﻿ of﻿ the﻿
work﻿ to﻿ a﻿ vast﻿ public,﻿ beyond﻿ the﻿ art﻿ community,﻿ through﻿ postcards,﻿ DVD’s,﻿


























Resolving Dialectical Structures: A Practice of Disruption
As﻿suggested﻿earlier﻿in﻿this﻿essay,﻿Alÿs’s﻿works﻿often﻿combine﻿seemingly﻿oppo-







































animals﻿ no﻿ longer﻿ co-existed﻿ with﻿ people﻿ near﻿ the﻿ old﻿ city﻿ center,﻿ but﻿ were﻿
evicted﻿to﻿land﻿outside﻿of﻿the﻿city﻿walls,﻿a﻿transformation﻿the﻿artist﻿obviously﻿









but﻿connect,﻿as﻿ is﻿very﻿ literally﻿depicted﻿ in﻿ the﻿painting﻿Snakes and Ladders﻿
(2008),﻿undoubtedly﻿related﻿to﻿his﻿work﻿in﻿the﻿Strait﻿of﻿Gibraltar﻿of﻿the﻿same﻿
year﻿(Fig.﻿2.6).﻿ In﻿ this﻿small﻿painting,﻿ the﻿green﻿snake﻿and﻿ ladder,﻿ instead﻿of﻿
59﻿ Francis﻿Alÿs,﻿A﻿Story﻿of﻿Deception﻿2010,﻿p.﻿51.





form﻿of﻿corridors﻿of﻿cooperating﻿people﻿(Don’t Cross the Bridge Before You Get 











Figure﻿2.6 Francis Alÿs, Snakes﻿and﻿Ladders, 2008, oil 



























rality﻿ and﻿ movement,﻿ and﻿ cannot﻿ be﻿ controlled﻿ and﻿ predetermined,﻿ it﻿ can﻿



























Alÿs﻿has﻿associated﻿with﻿fables:﻿When Faith Moves Mountains.﻿Like﻿this﻿earlier﻿
work,﻿which﻿took﻿place﻿in﻿a﻿transitional,﻿post-dictatorial﻿period﻿during﻿which﻿
Peru﻿ was﻿ struggling﻿ to﻿ institute﻿ a﻿ democracy,﻿ The Green Line﻿ attempted﻿ to﻿
‘translate﻿social﻿tensions﻿into﻿narratives’﻿and﻿‘﻿visual-spatial﻿form’,﻿with﻿the﻿in-
tent﻿to﻿‘infiltrate﻿the﻿local﻿history﻿and﻿mythology’﻿of﻿Jerusalem,﻿‘to﻿insert﻿an-
other﻿ rumor﻿ into﻿ its﻿ narrative’﻿ in﻿ the﻿ hope﻿ that﻿ the﻿ action﻿ would﻿ become﻿ a﻿
































The﻿ dictum﻿ ‘sometimes﻿ doing﻿ something﻿ poetic﻿ can﻿ become﻿ political’,﻿




Paradox of Praxis 1﻿(1997).﻿This﻿video﻿documents﻿Alÿs﻿pushing﻿a﻿big﻿block﻿of﻿ice﻿
through﻿the﻿streets﻿of﻿Mexico﻿City﻿until﻿it﻿is﻿no﻿more﻿than﻿a﻿puddle﻿of﻿water.﻿
Another﻿instance﻿of﻿productive﻿unmaking,﻿Paradox of Praxis 1﻿ is﻿a﻿parody﻿of﻿
the﻿‘unproductive﻿hardship﻿involved﻿in﻿the﻿daily﻿survival﻿tactics’﻿of﻿many﻿la-
boring﻿people﻿in﻿Latin﻿America,﻿playing﻿out﻿the﻿disproportionate﻿relation﻿be-




situation,﻿Paradox of Praxis 1﻿also﻿explores﻿the﻿question﻿of﻿whether﻿art﻿can﻿lead﻿
to﻿ true﻿ change﻿ or﻿ whether﻿ art﻿ really﻿ is﻿ without﻿ purpose,﻿ a﻿ question﻿ also﻿
broached﻿in﻿When Faith Moves Mountains,﻿which﻿carried﻿the﻿motto﻿‘maximum﻿





























extremely﻿ time-consuming,﻿ expensive﻿ political﻿ negotiations﻿ and﻿ military﻿ ef-
forts﻿that﻿have﻿offered﻿no﻿way﻿out﻿of﻿the﻿conflict﻿up﻿until﻿now.77﻿Even﻿if﻿it﻿may﻿
not﻿ explore﻿ concepts﻿ like﻿ ‘faith’,﻿ bridge’,﻿ and﻿ change’﻿ in﻿ as﻿ courageously﻿ and﻿






















modern﻿ hegemonic﻿ structures,﻿ including﻿ perhaps﻿ semi-forgotten﻿ yet﻿ fully﻿
present﻿borders,﻿that﻿have﻿the﻿power﻿to﻿disrupt﻿and﻿resist﻿these﻿structures.﻿The﻿
structure﻿of﻿Alÿs’s﻿narrative,﻿like﻿the﻿structure﻿of﻿its﻿particular﻿episodes﻿like﻿The 
Green Line,﻿ seems﻿ to﻿ oscillate﻿ between﻿ opposites:﻿ a﻿ negation﻿ of﻿ opposites﻿
through﻿ an﻿ exploration﻿ of﻿ liminal,﻿ interstitial﻿ spaces,﻿ spaces﻿ in-between,﻿ a﻿
structure﻿that﻿seems﻿to﻿resonate﻿in﻿the﻿artist’s﻿exploration﻿of﻿both﻿the﻿futility﻿
and﻿potency﻿of﻿art﻿as﻿well﻿as﻿in﻿his﻿desire﻿to﻿invite﻿people﻿to﻿reflect﻿on﻿solutions﻿










Alÿs,﻿Francis﻿and﻿Cuauhtémoc﻿Medina,﻿When Faith Moves Mountains,﻿Madrid﻿2005.
Alÿs,﻿Francis, Sometimes doing something poetic can become political, and sometimes 
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Jerusalem as Trauerarbeit 












Eleven﻿ years﻿ later,﻿ Gerhard﻿ Richter﻿ painted﻿ a﻿ much﻿ smaller﻿ work﻿ that,﻿












how﻿they﻿were﻿ received.﻿These﻿paintings﻿are﻿different﻿ in﻿ so﻿many﻿ways﻿ that﻿
they﻿barely﻿tolerate﻿each﻿other.﻿But﻿whichever﻿way﻿you﻿look﻿at﻿it,﻿in﻿both﻿works﻿
the﻿name﻿ Jerusalem﻿ refers﻿ to﻿ the﻿city﻿marked﻿by﻿history,﻿where﻿ancient﻿ reli-
gious﻿and﻿political﻿conflicts﻿are﻿still﻿present﻿today﻿and﻿are﻿continuously﻿fed﻿by﻿



















European﻿ Jews﻿during﻿ the﻿Shoah,﻿every﻿German﻿artist﻿who﻿decides﻿ to﻿call﻿a﻿




that﻿ one﻿ could﻿ speak﻿ of﻿ ‘divided﻿ memories’,﻿ to﻿ borrow﻿ Benjamin﻿ Buchloh’s﻿
concept,﻿albeit﻿in﻿a﻿slightly﻿different﻿context.1﻿
1﻿ Buchloh﻿1996.
Figure﻿3.1 Anselm Kiefer, Jerusalem, 1986, acrylic, emulsion, shellac, gold leaf, on canvas (in 














does﻿ not﻿ provide﻿ historical﻿ insight﻿ into﻿ processes﻿ of﻿ cultural﻿ memory﻿ but﻿
2﻿ Buchloh﻿1996,﻿p.﻿64﻿and﻿pp.﻿69–70.
Figure﻿3.2 Gerhard Richter, Jerusalem, 1995, oil on canvas, 
126 × 92.3 cm. Baden-Baden:﻿Museum﻿
Frieder﻿Burda.
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rather﻿ mythologizes﻿ the﻿ past.﻿ Richter’s﻿ art,﻿ on﻿ the﻿ other﻿ hand,﻿ is﻿ explicitly﻿
aimed﻿ at﻿ the﻿ time﻿ span﻿ that﻿ was﻿ still﻿ accessible﻿ to﻿ individual﻿ memory.3﻿ Bu-








practices﻿ of﻿ memory,﻿ which﻿ are﻿ constantly﻿ formed﻿ and﻿ reformed﻿ in﻿ varying﻿
relation﻿ between﻿ collective﻿ memory﻿ and﻿ (group)﻿ identity.﻿ Applied﻿ to﻿ Kiefer﻿
and﻿Richter’s﻿work,﻿such﻿an﻿approach﻿is﻿not﻿an﻿attempt﻿to﻿mediate﻿between﻿
their﻿highly﻿divergent﻿conceptions﻿of﻿art﻿and﻿practices,﻿but﻿an﻿occasion﻿to﻿ex-
amine﻿ their﻿ relationship﻿ with﻿ post-war﻿ German﻿ cultural﻿ memory.﻿ Rothberg﻿
sees﻿ memory﻿ as﻿ fundamentally﻿ ‘multidirectional’,﻿ subjected﻿ to﻿ constant﻿ ex-


















6﻿ Anselm Kiefer. Bilder 1986→1980,﻿Stedelijk﻿Museum﻿Amsterdam,﻿20﻿December﻿1986﻿–﻿8﻿February﻿
1987.﻿The﻿exhibition﻿was﻿organised﻿by﻿the﻿then﻿director﻿Wim﻿Beeren.
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But﻿there﻿ is﻿another﻿ important﻿ issue﻿that﻿severely﻿burdened﻿post-war﻿art.﻿
The﻿essay﻿ ‘Kulturkritik﻿und﻿Gesellschaft’,﻿written﻿by﻿Theodor﻿Adorno﻿in﻿1948﻿
and﻿ published﻿ in﻿ 1951,﻿ contains﻿ the﻿ now﻿ famous﻿ line﻿ ‘Nach﻿ Auschwitz﻿ ein﻿
Gedicht﻿zu﻿schreiben,﻿ist﻿barbarisch’,﻿which﻿has﻿been﻿quoted﻿often,﻿in﻿any﻿con-
7﻿ Anselm﻿Kiefer 1984,﻿pp.﻿88–89.
Figure﻿3.3 Anselm Kiefer, Bilder-Streit, 1980, oil, emulsion, shellac, sand on a photo with 
woodcuts, 290 × 400 cm. Rotterdam:﻿Museum﻿Boymans-van﻿Beuningen.
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ceivable﻿context,﻿and﻿is﻿actually﻿part﻿of﻿a﻿sentence﻿from﻿a﻿longer﻿quotation.8﻿In﻿




























‘cultural﻿ memory’,﻿ which﻿ in﻿ his﻿ theory﻿ refers﻿ to﻿ what﻿ he﻿ calls﻿ ‘origins’.﻿ It﻿ is﻿






























creased﻿ when﻿ Kiefer﻿ showed﻿ a﻿ series﻿ of﻿ landscapes,﻿ woodcuts﻿ and﻿ artist’s﻿
books,﻿including﻿the﻿painting﻿Nero malt﻿(1974)﻿in﻿the﻿German﻿pavilion﻿at﻿the﻿
Venice﻿Biennale﻿in﻿1980﻿(Fig.﻿3.4).﻿By﻿far﻿the﻿largest﻿part﻿of﻿the﻿painting﻿is﻿taken﻿









that﻿ Kiefer﻿ did﻿ not﻿ refer﻿ to﻿ the﻿ German﻿ horror﻿ and﻿ aggression﻿ to﻿ denounce﻿
them﻿but﻿to﻿maintain﻿them﻿in﻿a﻿subdued﻿form﻿in﻿his﻿megalomaniac﻿work.15﻿
With﻿this﻿comment﻿she﻿subscribed﻿to﻿a﻿more﻿generally﻿supported﻿conviction﻿
that﻿ Kiefer﻿ did﻿ not﻿ so﻿ much﻿ come﻿ to﻿ grips﻿ with﻿ the﻿ shameful﻿ chapters﻿ of﻿









Regression:﻿ Notes﻿ on﻿ the﻿ Return﻿ of﻿ Representation﻿ in﻿ European﻿ Painting’,﻿






lieves﻿ that﻿ although﻿ this﻿ ‘neo-expressionism’﻿ pretends﻿ to﻿ be﻿ subversive,﻿ its﻿
radicalism﻿is﻿apolitical﻿in﻿the﻿end,﻿and﻿he﻿sees﻿the﻿‘postmodern’﻿demolition﻿of﻿























ture﻿ was﻿ haunted﻿ by﻿ the﻿ past﻿ –﻿ a﻿ culture﻿ ‘haunted﻿ by﻿ images﻿ which﻿ in﻿ turn﻿
produce﻿haunting﻿images’.20﻿
By﻿ detecting﻿ an﻿ ambivalence﻿ between﻿ fascination﻿ and﻿ horror﻿ that﻿ partly﻿
goes﻿back﻿to﻿the﻿theory﻿of﻿the﻿Sublime,﻿Huyssen﻿shifts﻿the﻿attention﻿from﻿the﻿

























that﻿ there﻿were﻿no﻿memorials﻿ for﻿ the﻿victims﻿of﻿ the﻿Holocaust﻿anywhere﻿ in﻿









Figure﻿3.5 Anselm Kiefer, Sulamith, 1983, oil, acrylic, emulsion, shellac, straw and ashes on 
canvas with woodcuts, 290 × 370 cm. London:﻿Saatchi﻿Collection.
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A﻿major﻿problem﻿related﻿to﻿the﻿representation﻿of﻿the﻿Holocaust﻿that﻿Kiefer﻿
and﻿ others﻿ encountered﻿ during﻿ the﻿ eighties,﻿ is﻿ what﻿ Primo﻿ Levi﻿ (who﻿ was﻿ a﻿









































many﻿ steps﻿ to﻿ reach﻿ the﻿ Divine﻿ light,﻿ and﻿ the﻿ damned﻿ making﻿ the﻿ opposite﻿
movement﻿down﻿to﻿hell.﻿An﻿illustration﻿from﻿a﻿fourteenth-century﻿Catalonian﻿





















Nevertheless,﻿ Eisen-Steig﻿ is﻿ an﻿ ambiguous﻿ painting,﻿ one﻿ that﻿ confronts﻿ us﻿
with﻿our﻿own﻿‘hermeneutic﻿undecidability’.﻿The﻿train﻿tracks﻿bend﻿away﻿from﻿
26﻿ Kiefer﻿in﻿a﻿conversation﻿with﻿Wim﻿Beeren,﻿3﻿September﻿1986:﻿Beeren﻿1986,﻿p.﻿20.
27﻿ A﻿variation﻿on﻿this﻿can﻿be﻿found﻿on﻿panel﻿number﻿7﻿of﻿Kiefer’s﻿14-part﻿cycle﻿The Secret Life 
of Plants for Robert Fludd﻿(Grothe﻿Collection,﻿Duisburg),﻿where﻿the﻿left﻿and﻿right﻿half﻿of﻿a﻿
pair﻿of﻿slippers,﻿splashed﻿with﻿white﻿paint,﻿point﻿up﻿and﻿down﻿in﻿opposite﻿directions.﻿







salem,﻿makes﻿ the﻿sky﻿ light﻿up﻿ just﻿above﻿the﻿horizon﻿using﻿gold﻿ leaf.﻿What’s﻿
more,﻿olive﻿branches﻿protrude﻿from﻿the﻿bindings.﻿The﻿olive﻿branch﻿has﻿been﻿a﻿
symbol﻿of﻿life﻿and﻿continuance﻿ever﻿since﻿a﻿dove﻿released﻿by﻿Noah﻿returned﻿to﻿
















Figure﻿3.6 Anselm Kiefer, Eisen-Steig, 1986, emulsion, acrylic, gold leaf on canvas with two 
wrought climbing irons, olive branches and lead, 220 × 380 cm. formerly﻿
Philadelphia:﻿The﻿Pincus﻿Collection, current whereabouts unknown. 
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Richter’s ‘Inability To Represent’
In﻿ 1995,﻿Gerhard﻿Richter﻿was﻿ in﻿ Jerusalem﻿on﻿the﻿occasion﻿of﻿his﻿exhibition﻿






identical﻿ paintings﻿ of﻿ slightly﻿ different﻿ sizes﻿ that﻿ were﻿ both﻿ given﻿ the﻿ title 









just﻿ like﻿ Anselm﻿ Kiefer’s﻿ Jerusalem,﻿ Richter’s﻿ painting﻿ cannot﻿ be﻿ separated﻿
from﻿ a﻿ long﻿ series﻿ of﻿ historical﻿ connections,﻿ a﻿ context﻿ in﻿ which﻿ it﻿ becomes﻿
meaningful.﻿The﻿fact﻿that﻿Richter﻿does﻿not﻿feel﻿the﻿need﻿to﻿mythologize﻿Jerusa-
lem﻿again﻿does﻿not﻿mean﻿that﻿to﻿him﻿the﻿city﻿falls﻿outside﻿the﻿shadow﻿of﻿his-







32﻿ Macaulay﻿2008,﻿s.p.﻿The﻿photo﻿ is﻿printed﻿ in﻿Atlas﻿2006,﻿panel﻿617,﻿ in﻿a﻿section﻿ ‘Various﻿
Motifs’.











constant﻿ references﻿ to﻿ the﻿ “end﻿of﻿painting”,﻿ its﻿ inability﻿ to﻿ represent’.35﻿The﻿
question﻿ is﻿ how﻿ this﻿ ambivalence﻿ and﻿ the﻿ ‘inability﻿ to﻿ represent’﻿ relate﻿ to﻿ a﻿
banal﻿and﻿everyday﻿view﻿of﻿Jerusalem﻿painted﻿from﻿a﻿snapshot﻿taken﻿from﻿a﻿
hotel﻿room.








very﻿heterogeneous﻿oeuvre﻿ is﻿ that﻿ of﻿ landscape﻿art.﻿That﻿ is﻿ the﻿case﻿ in﻿both﻿



































This﻿ led﻿ to﻿ a﻿ paradoxical﻿ iconoclasm﻿ amongst﻿ ambitious﻿ artists,﻿ in﻿ which﻿














Oskar﻿Bätschman﻿has﻿pointed﻿out﻿that﻿Richter’s﻿ interest﻿ in﻿the﻿ landscape﻿
more﻿ or﻿ less﻿ coincided﻿ with﻿ a﻿ renewed﻿ orientation﻿ on﻿ the﻿ Sublime﻿ and﻿ on﻿
northern﻿European﻿art﻿in﻿the﻿art﻿and﻿art﻿historiography﻿of﻿those﻿years﻿(an﻿in-
terest﻿ that﻿comes﻿to﻿ light﻿ in﻿a﻿different﻿way﻿ in﻿Kiefer’s﻿work).45﻿Accordingly,﻿























































































ated﻿ spectator﻿ –﻿ meaning﻿ virtually﻿ everyone﻿ around﻿ 1965﻿ –﻿ these﻿ paintings﻿
seemed﻿to﻿have﻿been﻿derived﻿from﻿neutral,﻿everyday﻿private﻿snaps.
From﻿the﻿group﻿of﻿five﻿or﻿six﻿paintings,﻿I﻿select﻿two﻿here:﻿Onkel Rudi﻿(1965,﻿






Rudi.﻿ In﻿ the﻿ painting﻿ she,﻿ 14﻿ years﻿ old,﻿ is﻿ depicted﻿ with﻿ a﻿ baby:﻿ her﻿ nephew﻿
Gerhard﻿Richter.﻿When﻿she﻿was﻿about﻿nineteen,﻿a﻿mental﻿illness﻿that﻿was﻿diag-




54﻿ The﻿ story﻿ of﻿ the﻿ connection﻿ between﻿ these﻿ works﻿ is﻿ described﻿ in﻿ many﻿ publications.﻿













centration﻿ camps﻿ and﻿ psychiatric﻿ institutions.﻿ This﻿ self-imposed﻿ forgetting﻿
55﻿ Familie﻿(1964)﻿and﻿Herr Heyde﻿(1965)﻿belong﻿to﻿these﻿other﻿works.﻿Familie am Meer﻿(1965)﻿
was﻿not﻿included﻿until﻿later.﻿
Figure﻿3.8 Gerhard Richter, Onkel﻿Rudi, 1965, 





























































forced﻿ labourers,﻿ including﻿ Elie﻿ Wiesel,﻿ in﻿ concentration﻿ camp﻿ Buchenwald﻿ and﻿ was﻿
taken﻿five﻿days﻿after﻿the﻿liberation﻿by﻿the﻿Americans.﻿
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with﻿photos﻿ from﻿pornographic﻿magazines.59﻿The﻿second﻿attempt﻿ is﻿a﻿ larger﻿
group﻿of﻿photos,﻿again﻿of﻿ the﻿persecution﻿of﻿ the﻿Jews,﻿which﻿he﻿ included﻿in﻿
Atlas﻿ under﻿ the﻿ title﻿ ‘Holocaust’﻿ in﻿ 1997﻿ (panels﻿ 635–646).﻿ I﻿ believe﻿ that﻿ the﻿
problem﻿with﻿these﻿attempts,﻿and﻿the﻿reason﻿they﻿failed,﻿is﻿that﻿Richter’s﻿dia-













59﻿ Richter,﻿ Atlas,﻿ panels﻿ 16–20﻿ (‘Photos﻿ from﻿ Books’,﻿ 1967)﻿ and﻿ 17–23﻿ (‘Photos﻿ from﻿ Maga-
zines’,﻿1967).
60﻿ The﻿concept﻿of﻿‘unpainting’﻿comes﻿from﻿Storr﻿2000,﻿p.﻿111.



















strued﻿ as﻿ a﻿ commentary﻿ on﻿ paintings﻿ that﻿ are﻿ overburdened﻿ with﻿ meaning,﻿
like﻿Kiefer’s.﻿Even﻿if﻿Richter’s﻿Jerusalem truly﻿is﻿stripped﻿of﻿all﻿things﻿transcen-
dental﻿ and﻿ spiritual,﻿ that﻿ does﻿ not﻿ mean﻿ that﻿ the﻿ discordant﻿ history﻿ of﻿ the﻿
place﻿can﻿be﻿banished﻿from﻿our﻿memory﻿and﻿that﻿Richter﻿has﻿not﻿taken﻿it﻿into﻿
account.﻿Just﻿as﻿his﻿banal,﻿pseudo-romantic,﻿ ‘untruthful’﻿Landschaft bei Hub-



































council﻿ of﻿ ministers﻿ ‘a﻿ bunch﻿ of﻿ judenrat﻿ quislings’.63﻿ On﻿ 5﻿ October﻿ 1995,﻿ a﻿


















Jerusalem﻿ (numbers﻿ 835–1﻿ and﻿ 835–2)﻿ are﻿ part﻿ of﻿ the﻿ last﻿ six﻿ of﻿ a﻿ total﻿ of﻿ 61﻿ paintings﻿
Richter﻿made﻿that﻿year.﻿After﻿that﻿followed﻿four﻿smaller﻿abstract﻿works.
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Jerusalem & Jerusalem: diverging and converging practices of 
memory
Both﻿Anselm﻿Kiefer﻿and﻿Gerhard﻿Richter’s﻿practices﻿of﻿memory﻿consist﻿of﻿a﻿
















































present’,﻿ bringing﻿ a﻿ layered﻿ and﻿ traumatic﻿ past﻿ into﻿ a﻿ heterogeneous﻿ and﻿
changing﻿present.
Both﻿Kiefer’s﻿Jerusalem﻿and﻿Richter’s﻿Jerusalem﻿are﻿about﻿coping﻿with﻿be-











getting﻿and﻿ the﻿ ‘re-remembering’﻿of﻿a﻿ ruined﻿past﻿ in﻿an﻿ indirect﻿way.﻿ In﻿ the﻿
paintings,﻿the﻿unimaginable﻿is﻿partly﻿presented﻿by﻿using﻿the﻿banal,﻿trivial﻿and﻿
cliché,﻿ but﻿ in﻿ such﻿ a﻿ way﻿ that﻿ the﻿ result﻿ remains﻿ filled﻿ with﻿ doubt.﻿ Like﻿ all﻿
memories,﻿these﻿paintings﻿are﻿layered﻿and﻿subject﻿to﻿constant﻿rearranging,﻿be-
cause﻿they﻿do﻿not﻿only﻿refer﻿to﻿other﻿media﻿themselves,﻿from﻿tourists’﻿photos﻿
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Ezekiel for Solomon 
The Temple of Jerusalem in Seventeenth-century 










eated﻿ group﻿ of﻿ scholars﻿ who﻿ offered﻿ an﻿ interpretation﻿ of﻿ the﻿Temple﻿ at﻿ one﻿
particular﻿ period﻿ in﻿ time.﻿ In﻿ order﻿ to﻿ grasp﻿ some﻿ of﻿ the﻿ peculiarities﻿ of﻿ the﻿


































































vius﻿Josephus﻿in﻿Antiquities of the Jews﻿(ca.﻿94﻿CE)﻿and﻿the﻿chronicle﻿of﻿the﻿final﻿
destruction﻿ of﻿ Jerusalem﻿ and﻿ the﻿Temple﻿ in﻿ 70﻿ CE﻿ in﻿ The Jewish War﻿ (ca.﻿ 75﻿
CE).6﻿Ezekiel’s﻿Temple﻿vision﻿was﻿described﻿in﻿chapters﻿40–48﻿of﻿his﻿prophecy.﻿
The﻿main﻿reference﻿to﻿the﻿original﻿Tabernacle,﻿ the﻿heart﻿of﻿ the﻿Temple,﻿was﻿




















involved.﻿They﻿ not﻿ only﻿ translated﻿ words﻿ into﻿ images﻿ but﻿ in﻿ addition﻿ trans-





6﻿ Flavius﻿Josephus, Antiquities of the Jews, esp.﻿VIII﻿61–129,﻿XI﻿8–17,﻿57–83,﻿XV﻿380–424;﻿idem, 






could﻿ just﻿ be﻿ detached﻿ symbolically﻿ from﻿ its﻿ original﻿ context﻿ and﻿ be﻿ trans-
ferred﻿to﻿other﻿times﻿and﻿other﻿places.8﻿Moreover,﻿with﻿regard﻿to﻿the﻿Temple,﻿
in﻿early﻿modern﻿Europe﻿the﻿travel﻿reports﻿from﻿the﻿Holy﻿City﻿were﻿considered﻿




































































13﻿ On﻿ Huygens﻿ and﻿ Villalpando,﻿ see:﻿ Ottenheym﻿ 1999,﻿ pp.﻿ 94–95;﻿ Vlaardingerbroek﻿ 2011,﻿






and﻿ intellectual﻿ references﻿ to﻿ biblical﻿ architecture﻿ in﻿ which﻿ Van﻿ Campen﻿
mixed﻿Solomon’s﻿and﻿Ezekiel’s﻿Temple﻿–﻿as﻿did﻿many﻿others﻿–﻿had﻿a﻿strong﻿in-
fluence﻿ on﻿ the﻿ most﻿ important﻿ architects﻿ of﻿ Dutch﻿ Classicism﻿ around﻿ him,﻿
such﻿as﻿Pieter﻿Post,﻿Daniël﻿Stalpaert,﻿Adriaan﻿Dortsman﻿and,﻿not﻿least,﻿Arent﻿
Figure﻿4.1 Hieronymus Prado and Juan Battista Villalpando, In﻿
Ezechielem﻿Explanationes﻿[...] (Rome 1596-1604), vol. 3  
Juan Battista Villalpando, Apparatvs﻿Vrbis﻿Ac﻿Templi﻿
Hierosolymitani﻿[...], Rome 1604, title page with autograph 
of Constantijn Huygens, engraving.  
Nijmegen:﻿Radboud﻿University﻿Library.
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architecture,﻿ once﻿ projected﻿ on﻿ the﻿ buildings﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Holy﻿ City,﻿ provided﻿ au-






drew﻿ inspiration﻿ from﻿ the﻿ Temple﻿ for﻿ the﻿ measurements﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Marekerk﻿
(1639–48):﻿100﻿by﻿100﻿(by﻿100)﻿feet,﻿a﻿proportion﻿Jacob﻿Jehuda﻿Leon﻿had﻿given﻿
Figure﻿4.2 Petrus Cunaeus, De﻿Republyk﻿Der﻿Hebreeen﻿[...], Amsterdam 1682, folded and 


















































social﻿ status﻿ around﻿ the﻿ canal,﻿ the﻿ townscape﻿ of﻿ this﻿ quarter﻿ developed﻿ at﻿
a﻿ brisk﻿ pace.﻿ Its﻿ medieval﻿ character﻿ acquired﻿ a﻿ new﻿ décor,﻿ an﻿ architecture﻿
according﻿ to﻿ the﻿ latest﻿ classicist﻿ standards﻿ with﻿ the﻿ ‘learned’﻿ ionic﻿ pilaster﻿












Amama,﻿ who﻿ by﻿ that﻿ time﻿ had﻿ succeeded﻿ Drusius.﻿ There﻿ Cocceius﻿ skilfully﻿
translated﻿Sanhedrin﻿and﻿Makkot,﻿two﻿treatises﻿from﻿the﻿Mishnah,﻿into﻿Latin,﻿




logian,﻿ it﻿ was﻿ for﻿ his﻿ Hebrew﻿ Lexicon﻿ that﻿ he﻿ became﻿ renowned﻿ after﻿ his﻿
28﻿ Goudeau﻿2005.﻿Goldmann﻿lived﻿in﻿the﻿Hof﻿van﻿Zessen,﻿i.e.﻿Rapenburg﻿28F,﻿now﻿the﻿Rijks-
museum﻿van﻿Oudheden.












The﻿book﻿Prophetia Ezechielis, Cum Commentario﻿appeared﻿in﻿Amsterdam﻿
in﻿1669.﻿It﻿consists﻿of﻿three﻿parts:﻿forty-eight﻿richly﻿annotated﻿chapters﻿of﻿the﻿
Bible﻿ book﻿ (‘Ezechiel﻿ Propheta’,﻿ 372﻿ pp.);﻿ an﻿ elaborate﻿ commentary﻿ on﻿ the﻿
chapters﻿40–48﻿that﻿deal﻿with﻿the﻿description﻿of﻿the﻿Temple﻿(‘Significatio﻿Tem-
pli﻿Ezechielis’,﻿42﻿pp.);﻿and﻿in﻿between,﻿nineteen﻿full-page﻿engravings﻿that﻿visu-
alize﻿ Cocceius’s﻿ interpretation﻿ of﻿ Ezekiel’s﻿ Temple,﻿ accompanied﻿ by﻿ a﻿ short﻿
description﻿(‘Typus﻿Sanctuarii’;﻿4﻿pp.).﻿The﻿treatise﻿was﻿reprinted﻿in﻿Cocceius’s﻿
Opera Omnia﻿of﻿1673–75﻿by﻿his﻿son﻿Johannes﻿Henricus﻿Cocceius,﻿who﻿also﻿pub-
lished﻿a﻿Dutch﻿translation﻿in﻿1691:﻿De Prophetie Van Ezechiel, Met de Uitleggin-











not﻿ dwell﻿ in﻿ a﻿ House﻿ made﻿ by﻿ man.﻿ To﻿ understand﻿ the﻿ significance﻿ of﻿ this﻿
imagined﻿building﻿was﻿to﻿search﻿for﻿its﻿hidden meaning.﻿The﻿vision﻿prophesied﻿
the﻿Kingdom﻿of﻿God,﻿a﻿spiritual reality﻿with﻿a﻿spiritual﻿significance.37﻿Coccei-














































































Calvinist﻿ minister﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Palatine﻿ court﻿ at﻿ Kaiserslautern.﻿ While﻿ the﻿ typesetting﻿ pro-
gressed﻿ to﻿ chapter﻿ 38,﻿ Cocceius﻿ received﻿ the﻿ drawing﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Temple﻿ façade﻿ from﻿ the﻿
Amsterdam﻿ artist,﻿ he﻿ reported﻿ at﻿ 3﻿ September﻿ 1667:﻿ ‘Ezechiel﻿ ad﻿ cap.﻿ 38.﻿ processit.﻿
Amsterodami﻿ Templum﻿ incidetur﻿ æri.﻿ Artificem﻿ nacti﻿ sumus﻿ Pontificium,﻿ qui﻿ ortho-
graphiam﻿ejus﻿exhibeat’,﻿Cocceius﻿1673–75,﻿vol.﻿6﻿(1673),﻿p.﻿67,﻿Epistola﻿CXLIV;﻿‘Sex﻿tabulæ﻿
sunt﻿caulatæ﻿[...]﻿Pleraque﻿hæc﻿jam﻿sunt﻿formata﻿ab﻿Architecto﻿Amstelodamensi,﻿homine﻿



















time,﻿ the﻿ present﻿ day﻿ acquired﻿ pregnant﻿ biblical﻿ dimensions.﻿ Therefore,﻿ for﻿














































100,﻿ 50﻿ and﻿ 25﻿ rods;﻿ the﻿ square﻿ with﻿ sides﻿ of﻿ 500﻿ rods﻿ =﻿ 3,000﻿ Cubits﻿ →﻿ a﻿
50﻿ On﻿ Cocceius’s﻿ emblematic﻿ exegesis,﻿ see:﻿ Faulenbach﻿ 1973,﻿ pp.﻿ 66–79;﻿ Van﻿ Asselt﻿ 1996,﻿
pp.﻿193–98.
Figure﻿4.3﻿ Johannes Cocceius, Ezechiels﻿Prophetie﻿[...], Amsterdam 1691, Tab. XVIII, 
bird’s-eye view of the Temple complex, engraving. Leiden﻿University﻿Library. 
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circumference﻿of﻿12,000﻿Cubits).﻿The﻿wind﻿directions﻿were﻿also﻿significant:﻿the﻿










a﻿ square﻿ plan﻿ (following﻿ Villalpando),﻿ but﻿ here﻿ divided﻿ in﻿ two﻿ concentric﻿
courts﻿ and﻿ the﻿Temple﻿ connected﻿ against﻿ the﻿ inner﻿ quadrant﻿ (Fig.﻿ 4.3).﻿The﻿
asymmetrical﻿ setting﻿ of﻿ the﻿ gates﻿ in﻿ the﻿ ring-walls﻿ is﻿ noteworthy.﻿ Cocceius’s﻿
Temple﻿building﻿lacks﻿the﻿common﻿higher﻿front﻿part,﻿a﻿characteristic﻿of﻿Eze-
kiel’s﻿vision.﻿Furthermore,﻿Cocceius﻿does﻿not﻿follow﻿the﻿T-shaped﻿ground﻿plan﻿
with﻿ a﻿ broader﻿ front﻿ part,﻿ as﻿ in﻿ Josephus.﻿ Other﻿ reconstructions﻿ of﻿ Ezekiel’s﻿





trances.﻿ Most﻿ peculiar,﻿ however,﻿ are﻿ the﻿ asymmetrically﻿ positioned﻿ and﻿ set-



























be﻿determined﻿by﻿ features﻿on﻿which﻿ the﻿ textual﻿ sources﻿were﻿silent.﻿One﻿of﻿
Figure﻿4.4﻿ Johannes Cocceius, Opera﻿Omnia﻿[...], Amster-
dam 1673-75, vol. 3, Tabs XIV and XV, elevations of 





critics﻿ of﻿ certain﻿ Temple﻿ reconstructions﻿ stressed﻿ the﻿ aspects﻿ that﻿ were﻿ the﻿
consequence﻿of﻿filling﻿in﻿these﻿lacunas.﻿As﻿such,﻿apart﻿from﻿a﻿theological﻿stand,﻿
the﻿reconstructions﻿also﻿became﻿part﻿of﻿an﻿architectural﻿debate.
Images of Biblical Criticism
As﻿ one﻿ of﻿ the﻿ most﻿ influential﻿ theologians﻿ of﻿ his﻿ time,﻿ Johannes﻿ Cocceius﻿
became﻿involved﻿in﻿various﻿debates.﻿Apart﻿from﻿the﻿controversy﻿with﻿the﻿theo-
logian﻿Gisbertus﻿Voetius,﻿he﻿was,﻿unwillingly,﻿and﻿to﻿a﻿certain﻿extent,﻿undeserv-
edly﻿ classified﻿ as﻿ a﻿ Cartesian.53﻿ His﻿ theology﻿ thus﻿ was﻿ perceived﻿ as﻿ having﻿
philosophical﻿and﻿even﻿scientific﻿dimensions.﻿This﻿had﻿its﻿effect﻿on﻿the﻿posi-
tion﻿of﻿the﻿so-called﻿Cocceians,﻿many﻿of﻿whom﻿in﻿some﻿way﻿engaged﻿in﻿Eze-





Figure﻿4.5﻿ Johannes Cocceius, Ezechiels﻿Prophetie﻿[...], Amsterdam 1691, Tab. VIII, 









dium,﻿ by﻿ which﻿ the﻿ immaterial﻿ was﻿ visualized﻿ and﻿ by﻿ means﻿ of﻿ which﻿ the﻿
spiritual﻿meaning﻿could﻿more﻿easily﻿be﻿grasped.﻿This﻿theological﻿and﻿learned﻿







understood.55﻿ These﻿ combined﻿ attacks﻿ were﻿ countered﻿ in﻿ 1692﻿ by﻿ Johannes﻿
Henricus﻿Cocceius﻿(1642–1712),﻿son﻿of﻿Johannes,﻿in﻿the﻿comprehensive﻿defence﻿






once﻿ had﻿ studied﻿ in﻿ Leiden.﻿ Sturm﻿ was﻿ also﻿ in﻿ the﻿ possession﻿ of﻿ the﻿ manu-
scripts﻿of﻿the﻿Leiden﻿theorist﻿Nicolaus﻿Goldmann,﻿including﻿his﻿Temple﻿recon-






the﻿ true﻿meaning﻿ of﻿God’s﻿word﻿could﻿only﻿be﻿ revealed﻿ through﻿ the﻿correct﻿
source.﻿Apart﻿from﻿the﻿text﻿of﻿the﻿Bible﻿containing﻿obscure﻿tracts﻿and﻿conflict-






















































proclaimed﻿ messiah﻿ Sabbatai﻿ Zevi﻿ (1626–76)﻿ around﻿ 1666,﻿ which﻿ affected﻿
especially﻿the﻿Sephardic﻿community﻿in﻿Amsterdam.61﻿Cocceius’s﻿strong﻿con-
viction﻿that﻿Ezekiel’s﻿vision﻿was﻿topical﻿is﻿revealing﻿with﻿respect﻿to﻿the﻿choice﻿













terpretation.﻿ Apart﻿ from﻿ the﻿ better-known﻿ references﻿ that﻿ could﻿ be﻿ under-
stood﻿ by﻿ anyone,﻿ a﻿ more﻿ scholarly﻿ interpretation﻿ was﻿ reserved﻿ for﻿ a﻿ small﻿
audience.﻿With﻿references﻿to﻿the﻿Temple,﻿the﻿patrons,﻿scholars﻿and﻿architects﻿
debated﻿ by﻿ means﻿ of﻿ stone;﻿ they﻿ showed﻿ their﻿ knowledge﻿ and﻿ status﻿ to﻿ the﻿














lead﻿ to﻿ the﻿ fulfilment﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Scripture,﻿ including﻿ the﻿ Temple,﻿ the﻿ visionary﻿
meaning﻿of﻿which﻿prevailed.﻿The﻿Temple﻿was﻿lost﻿ in﻿Jerusalem﻿but﻿was﻿pro-
jected﻿onto﻿the﻿Republic﻿in﻿a﻿civil﻿society﻿steeped﻿with﻿Calvinism,﻿and﻿in﻿differ-










Figure﻿4.6﻿ Johannes Cocceius, Ezechiels﻿Prophetie﻿[...], Amsterdam 1691, Tab. 
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Jerusalem as Palimpsest  




the﻿end﻿of﻿ 1095﻿ for﻿ the﻿First﻿Crusade.1﻿Latin﻿domination﻿of﻿ Jerusalem﻿lasted﻿
until﻿1187﻿when﻿Sultan﻿Saladin﻿captured﻿the﻿city.﻿Although﻿Latin﻿rule﻿was﻿re-
established﻿ for﻿ short﻿ periods﻿ between﻿ 1229﻿ and﻿ 1239,﻿ and﻿ between﻿ 1241﻿ and﻿
1244,﻿ it﻿was﻿ in﻿ the﻿ twelfth﻿century﻿ that﻿ the﻿Crusaders﻿executed﻿an﻿extensive﻿
building﻿campaign﻿that﻿aimed﻿at﻿the﻿redefinition﻿of﻿the﻿city’s﻿Christian﻿topog-
raphy.
Crusader﻿ architecture﻿ is﻿ mostly﻿ viewed﻿ as﻿ an﻿ isolated﻿ phenomenon﻿ with﻿
distinguishing﻿ stylistic﻿ and﻿ formal﻿ characteristics.﻿ In﻿ the﻿ first﻿ studies﻿ of﻿ the﻿
nineteenth﻿ and﻿ twentieth﻿ centuries,﻿ Crusader﻿ architecture﻿ was﻿ typified﻿ by﻿
French﻿scholars﻿as﻿French﻿Romanesque﻿but,﻿later,﻿Byzantine﻿and﻿local﻿Eastern﻿
influences﻿were﻿also﻿acknowledged.2﻿As﻿is﻿often﻿the﻿case﻿in﻿architectural﻿his-
tory,﻿ research﻿ into﻿ the﻿Crusader﻿period﻿ focuses﻿on﻿the﻿reconstruction﻿of﻿ the﻿
original﻿shape﻿of﻿buildings﻿and﻿not﻿on﻿their﻿afterlife﻿and﻿continuous﻿transfor-
mation.﻿In﻿descriptions﻿of﻿the﻿buildings,﻿later﻿additions﻿and﻿transformations﻿







































preserved﻿ examples﻿ of﻿ Crusader﻿ architecture﻿ in﻿ contemporary﻿ Jerusalem.4﻿
The﻿ selection﻿ includes﻿ buildings﻿ that﻿ were﻿ newly﻿ built﻿ by﻿ the﻿ crusaders﻿













































east﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Rotunda﻿ which﻿ also﻿ dates﻿ back﻿ to﻿ Constantinian﻿ times,﻿ was﻿ re-
placed﻿by﻿a﻿church﻿with﻿a﻿nave﻿and﻿four﻿aisles,﻿galleries,﻿and﻿cross-vaults.﻿The﻿
church﻿had﻿a﻿transept﻿with﻿a﻿dome﻿at﻿the﻿intersection﻿of﻿the﻿transept﻿with﻿the﻿


















es.﻿ It﻿ is﻿ not﻿ clear﻿ whether﻿ the﻿ Aedicule﻿ with﻿ the﻿ Tomb﻿ of﻿ Christ﻿ had﻿ been﻿
stripped﻿of﻿its﻿silver﻿ornaments﻿by﻿the﻿Muslims﻿or﻿by﻿the﻿Christians﻿after﻿Jeru-
salem﻿fell﻿to﻿Saladin﻿in﻿1187﻿and﻿the﻿church﻿came﻿under﻿Muslim﻿control.7﻿In﻿
1211–12﻿ the﻿Western﻿ pilgrim﻿Wilbrand﻿ of﻿ Oldenburg﻿ saw﻿ the﻿ church﻿ with﻿ its﻿
marble﻿ and﻿ mosaic﻿ decoration﻿ intact.8﻿ Later﻿ in﻿ the﻿ thirteenth﻿ century﻿ the﻿















Today,﻿ it﻿ is﻿ difficult﻿ to﻿ establish﻿ to﻿ what﻿ extent﻿ the﻿ Crusader﻿ church﻿ had﻿
been﻿a﻿unity.﻿The﻿building﻿brought﻿all﻿the﻿holy﻿places﻿under﻿one﻿roof,﻿and﻿for﻿





















Figure﻿5.1 Jerusalem, Church﻿of﻿the﻿Holy﻿Sepulchre, remains 
of the Canon’s cloister, looking west towards the apse 










blind﻿ arcade﻿ with﻿ arches﻿ springing﻿ from﻿ the﻿ corner﻿ pilasters.﻿ Except﻿ for﻿ the﻿
10﻿ Vincent﻿and﻿Abel﻿1914–26,﻿pp.﻿360–419;﻿Pringle﻿2007,﻿pp.﻿72–88.
Figure﻿5.2 Jerusalem, Chapel﻿of﻿the﻿Ascension, view from the 
east. Photo:﻿Mariëtte﻿Verhoeven.
120 Verhoeven
pair﻿ framing﻿ the﻿entrance﻿on﻿ the﻿western﻿ face,﻿each﻿of﻿ the﻿eight﻿pilasters﻿ is﻿
flanked﻿by﻿a﻿pair﻿of﻿columns﻿with﻿finely﻿carved﻿capitals.﻿The﻿abaci﻿on﻿the﻿west-



















































After﻿ 1187﻿ the﻿ church﻿ came﻿ into﻿ Muslim﻿ possession﻿ when﻿ Saladin﻿ estab-





























Healing﻿of﻿ the﻿Paralytic﻿and﻿the﻿Birth﻿of﻿Mary﻿ in﻿the﻿House﻿of﻿ Joachim﻿and﻿
Anne﻿are﻿linked.﻿From﻿the﻿sixth﻿to﻿the﻿twelfth﻿century﻿both﻿events﻿were﻿com-
memorated﻿in﻿one﻿church,﻿St﻿Mary﻿near﻿the﻿Sheep﻿Pool.﻿






Excavations﻿ in﻿ the﻿ 1960s﻿ showed﻿ no﻿ evidence﻿ for﻿ the﻿ presumption﻿ that﻿ the﻿
Crusader﻿church﻿was﻿built﻿upon﻿ the﻿ remains﻿of﻿a﻿Byzantine﻿predecessor﻿al-





building,﻿constructed﻿in﻿ lime﻿stone﻿ashlar,﻿ is﻿a﻿basilica﻿of﻿ irregular﻿measure-


































rab,﻿ the﻿ excavation﻿ and﻿ reconstruction﻿ of﻿ the﻿ crypt,﻿ the﻿ reconstruction﻿ of﻿ a﻿
Figure﻿5.3 Jerusalem, Church﻿of﻿St﻿Anne, view from the north-west. Photo:﻿Mariëtte﻿
Verhoeven.
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dachin.﻿Stairs﻿ in﻿the﻿south-east﻿and﻿north-east﻿corners﻿ lead﻿up﻿to﻿doors,﻿ the﻿
north-eastern﻿one﻿of﻿which﻿gives﻿entrance﻿to﻿a﻿minaret.﻿Other﻿Islamic﻿features﻿



























































however,﻿ is﻿ located﻿under﻿the﻿Cenacle.﻿Here,﻿ in﻿an﻿exedra﻿of﻿a﻿chapel﻿of﻿the﻿
Byzantine﻿church,﻿stands﻿the﻿so-called﻿Tomb﻿of﻿David,﻿now﻿in﻿Jewish﻿posses-
sion.﻿
Baroque Treasury: Church of St James (Armenian Cathedral)27











Holy﻿ Apostles.﻿ The﻿ chapel﻿ of﻿ St﻿ Stephen,﻿ which﻿ functions﻿ as﻿ the﻿ sacristy,﻿ is﻿
built﻿ in﻿ the﻿ angle﻿ between﻿ the﻿ east﻿ wall﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Chapel﻿ of﻿ St﻿ Menas﻿ and﻿ the﻿
north﻿side﻿of﻿the﻿church.﻿The﻿building﻿is﻿open﻿to﻿the﻿public﻿for﻿a﻿short﻿period﻿
once﻿a﻿day﻿but﻿entrance﻿to﻿ the﻿chapels﻿of﻿ the﻿church﻿ is﻿allowed﻿only﻿ to﻿ the﻿
Armenian﻿community.﻿
The﻿Church﻿of﻿St﻿James﻿was﻿built﻿by﻿the﻿Armenians﻿between﻿1142﻿and﻿1165.﻿
According﻿ to﻿ the﻿ pilgrim﻿ John﻿ of﻿Würzburg﻿ (1165)﻿ the﻿ head﻿ of﻿ St﻿ James﻿ the﻿








teenth﻿ century,﻿ the﻿ period﻿ in﻿ which﻿ other﻿ works﻿ were﻿ also﻿ executed﻿ in﻿ the﻿





















Figure﻿5.4 Jerusalem, buildings of the Armenian﻿Patriarchate﻿with the dome of the Church﻿
of﻿St﻿James﻿to the right, from the city walls near the Sion Gate.  
Photo:﻿Mariëtte﻿Verhoeven.
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levels,﻿and﻿ the﻿ lower﻿part,﻿which﻿ is﻿beneath﻿a﻿stone﻿vault,﻿has﻿a﻿ remarkable﻿
round﻿shape.﻿At﻿the﻿east﻿end﻿there﻿is﻿an﻿altar,﻿on﻿the﻿right﻿of﻿which﻿is﻿the﻿emp-
































the﻿ tomb,﻿ and﻿ the﻿ ciborium﻿ above﻿ it﻿ (described﻿ by﻿ the﻿ pilgrim﻿ Theodoric),﻿
were﻿removed﻿but﻿the﻿capitals﻿and﻿bases﻿remained﻿in﻿situ.﻿In﻿1757﻿the﻿crypt﻿was﻿
taken﻿over﻿by﻿the﻿Greeks﻿and﻿Armenians﻿while﻿the﻿Franciscans,﻿who﻿had﻿been﻿
Figure﻿5.5 Jerusalem, St﻿Mary﻿in﻿the﻿Valley﻿of﻿Jehoshaphat, 























































Church﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Ascension﻿ via﻿ the﻿ Templum Domini﻿ to﻿ the﻿ Holy﻿ Sepulchre.39﻿






































saders﻿ occupied﻿ Jerusalem,﻿ they﻿ managed﻿ to﻿ execute﻿ an﻿ extensive﻿ building﻿
Figure﻿5.6 Jerusalem, view of the Old City, from the Mount of Olives, with the Dome﻿of﻿the﻿













erased,﻿ as﻿ happened﻿ with﻿ the﻿ Christian﻿ features﻿ of﻿ the﻿ appropriated﻿ monu-
ments﻿ on﻿ the﻿Temple﻿ Mount﻿ that﻿ were﻿ returned﻿ to﻿ Muslim﻿ possession.﻿The﻿
Church﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Holy﻿ Sepulchre﻿ and﻿ the﻿ Church﻿ of﻿ St﻿ James﻿ the﻿ Great﻿ never﻿
came﻿into﻿Muslim﻿use﻿but﻿they﻿had﻿their﻿own﻿history﻿of﻿transformation.﻿
If﻿ one﻿ compares﻿ the﻿ current﻿ appearance﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Crusader﻿ buildings﻿ with﻿
their﻿original﻿form,﻿one﻿can﻿conclude﻿that﻿only﻿fragments﻿–﻿a﻿staircase,﻿a﻿crypt,﻿
a﻿façade,﻿columns﻿or﻿foundations﻿–﻿have﻿survived.﻿Even﻿the﻿apparent﻿authen-
ticity﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Church﻿ of﻿ St﻿ Anne﻿ is﻿ the﻿ result﻿ of﻿ extensive﻿ restorations﻿ in﻿ the﻿
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This﻿ widely﻿ attested﻿ phenomenon﻿ occurred﻿ in﻿ a﻿ large﻿ range﻿ of﻿ variants,﻿ de-
pending﻿on﻿the﻿‘type’﻿of﻿Jerusalem﻿represented﻿and﻿the﻿way﻿in﻿which﻿the﻿rep-
resentation﻿was﻿made﻿concrete.1﻿In﻿this﻿contribution,﻿I﻿aim﻿to﻿discuss﻿one﻿of﻿
the﻿earliest,﻿and﻿perhaps﻿one﻿of﻿ the﻿most﻿notable﻿cases﻿of﻿ ‘being’﻿ Jerusalem﻿
outside﻿Jerusalem.﻿The﻿church﻿leaders﻿of﻿Rome﻿may﻿have﻿had﻿very﻿specific﻿rea-
sons﻿for﻿appropriating﻿the﻿significance﻿of﻿the﻿historical﻿Jerusalem﻿as﻿the﻿an-
cient﻿ capital﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Roman﻿ Empire.﻿ Moreover,﻿ they﻿ may﻿ have﻿ utilized﻿ very﻿
specific﻿instruments﻿in﻿order﻿for﻿this﻿claim﻿to﻿materialize.﻿It﻿was﻿rooted﻿in﻿the﻿
idea﻿ that﻿ Christian﻿ Rome﻿ had﻿ been﻿ founded﻿ directly﻿ from﻿ Jerusalem﻿ by﻿ the﻿
mission﻿ of﻿ the﻿ apostles﻿ Peter﻿ and﻿ Paul.﻿ Rome﻿ was,﻿ in﻿ the﻿ words﻿ of﻿ Jennifer﻿
O’Reilly:﻿‘the﻿western﻿extremity﻿of﻿their﻿evangelizing﻿mission﻿from﻿the﻿biblical﻿
centre﻿of﻿the﻿earth﻿at﻿Jerusalem﻿and﻿became﻿the﻿new﻿centre﻿from﻿which﻿their﻿































Europe﻿as﻿a﻿ result﻿of﻿ the﻿Crusades.﻿For﻿obvious﻿ reasons,﻿ the﻿Roman﻿Church﻿
which﻿is﻿itself﻿called﻿‘Jerusalem’,﻿Santa﻿Croce﻿in﻿Gerusalemme,﻿will﻿claim﻿a﻿cen-
tral﻿role﻿in﻿the﻿ensuing﻿discussion.




























a﻿ memoria﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Holy﻿ Cross﻿ in﻿ an﻿ imperial﻿ palace﻿ complex﻿ in﻿ Rome﻿ is﻿ ex-
tremely﻿ plausible,﻿ in﻿ view﻿ of﻿ sound﻿ written﻿ and﻿ archaeological﻿ evidence.7﻿
‘Early’﻿means﻿before﻿the﻿350s,﻿the﻿period﻿in﻿which﻿the﻿legendary﻿tradition﻿of﻿
the﻿ Cross﻿ Finding﻿ and﻿ the﻿ pilgrimage﻿ of﻿ Helena﻿ (died﻿ 329/330)﻿ to﻿ the﻿ Holy﻿
7﻿ For﻿brevity﻿sake﻿I﻿refer﻿to﻿the﻿arguments﻿discussed﻿in﻿De﻿Blaauw﻿1997.
Figure﻿6.1 Rome, S.﻿Croce﻿in﻿Gerusalemme, ca. 320-50, 





















basilica﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Holy﻿ Sepulchre﻿ complex﻿ in﻿ Jerusalem.10﻿ The﻿ aspect﻿ of﻿ topo-
graphical﻿identification﻿is﻿reflected﻿in﻿the﻿epithet﻿Hierusalem,﻿current﻿at﻿least﻿
from﻿the﻿fifth﻿century﻿onwards﻿and﻿henceforth﻿expressed﻿in﻿the﻿usual﻿designa-




















tine’s﻿ patronage﻿ of﻿ building﻿ in﻿ the﻿ Holy﻿ Land﻿ after﻿ 325﻿ AD,﻿ early﻿ pilgrimage﻿









tian﻿ sites﻿ is﻿ well﻿ documented.15﻿ His﻿ position﻿ may﻿ have﻿ converged﻿ well﻿ with﻿









grimage.﻿The﻿ combination﻿ of﻿ these﻿ elements﻿ in﻿ one﻿ narrative,﻿ however,﻿ has﻿
many﻿features﻿of﻿an﻿invention﻿of﻿tradition.17﻿It﻿spread﻿continually﻿over﻿the﻿em-
pire,﻿inspiring﻿several﻿variants﻿in﻿the﻿East.﻿Ultimately,﻿in﻿the﻿390s,﻿the﻿Helena﻿















by﻿ Bethlehem﻿ with﻿ three﻿ conspicuous﻿ Christian﻿ buildings﻿ on﻿ the﻿ sites﻿ of﻿
Christ’s﻿birth,﻿of﻿his﻿Teaching﻿and﻿of﻿his﻿Death﻿and﻿Resurrection.﻿In﻿the﻿course﻿
of﻿ the﻿ century,﻿ these﻿ Constantinian﻿ memoriae﻿ became﻿ the﻿ nuclei﻿ of﻿ a﻿ land-
scape﻿of﻿ loca sancta,﻿holy﻿sites,﻿which﻿made﻿Jerusalem﻿into﻿a﻿Holy﻿City﻿(Fig.﻿































Jerusalem Hierotopy in Rome and the Diffusion of Cross Relics
In﻿this﻿light,﻿the﻿decision﻿to﻿bring﻿a﻿particle﻿of﻿the﻿‘sacred﻿wood’﻿to﻿Rome﻿and﻿
to﻿make﻿it﻿the﻿focus﻿of﻿an﻿imperial﻿foundation﻿must﻿have﻿been﻿a﻿meaningful﻿
and﻿ostentatious﻿choice﻿ in﻿ the﻿early﻿phase﻿ indicated﻿ above.﻿ It﻿ is﻿not﻿known﻿
who﻿took﻿the﻿initiative,﻿but﻿the﻿idea﻿can﻿only﻿have﻿arisen﻿in﻿the﻿context﻿of﻿the﻿
empire-wide﻿ imperial﻿patronage﻿ for﻿ the﻿Christian﻿Church.﻿The﻿creation﻿of﻿a﻿
memoria﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Holy﻿ Cross,﻿ probably﻿ the﻿ first﻿ outside﻿ Jerusalem,﻿ must﻿ have﻿
aimed﻿at﻿adding﻿a﻿spiritual﻿quality﻿to﻿the﻿already﻿existing﻿eminence﻿of﻿Rome﻿as﻿
the﻿city﻿of﻿the﻿apostles﻿Peter﻿and﻿Paul﻿and﻿of﻿numerous﻿martyrs.﻿Through﻿it,﻿
Figure﻿6.2 Map of Jerusalem with city walls and churches (Bethlehem 



























that﻿ the﻿empress﻿made﻿use﻿of﻿ the﻿palace﻿during﻿her﻿ stays﻿ in﻿Rome,﻿ the﻿city﻿
where﻿she﻿died﻿and﻿was﻿buried﻿in﻿329﻿/﻿330﻿AD.﻿About﻿500﻿AD﻿the﻿‘Sessorian’﻿
church﻿ was﻿ spontaneously﻿ mentioned﻿ as﻿ Basilica Heleniana.26﻿The﻿ editor﻿ of﻿
the﻿Liber Pontificalis﻿in﻿the﻿early﻿sixth﻿century﻿refers﻿to﻿Helena﻿as﻿‘beata’,﻿imply-
















Oum﻿ el-Ahdam,﻿ modern﻿ Algeria)﻿ an﻿ inscription﻿ mentions﻿ relics﻿ kept﻿ in﻿ a﻿
Christian﻿sacred﻿building.29﻿‘Holy﻿memorial.﻿Part﻿of﻿the﻿earth﻿of﻿promise﻿where﻿
Christ﻿was﻿born,﻿[...]﻿of﻿the﻿apostles﻿Peter﻿and﻿Paul﻿[...﻿of﻿African﻿martyrs]﻿and﻿
part﻿of﻿the﻿wood﻿of﻿the﻿Cross’.﻿ It﻿ is﻿clearly﻿dated﻿359.30﻿Apart﻿ from﻿the﻿local﻿
saints,﻿ the﻿ items﻿mentioned﻿are﻿striking.﻿Rome﻿was﻿ firm﻿in﻿not﻿allowing﻿the﻿








Figure﻿6.3 Rome, S.﻿Croce﻿in﻿Gerusalemme, inscription referring to Helena from 
the Sessorian Palace, fifth century. Photo:﻿Sible﻿de﻿Blaauw.
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in﻿the﻿future,﻿but﻿their﻿existence﻿at﻿this﻿date,﻿in﻿a﻿rural﻿place﻿in﻿the﻿province﻿of﻿


































































documented﻿ in﻿Santa﻿Maria﻿Maggiore﻿ in﻿ later﻿centuries,﻿as﻿well﻿as﻿a﻿ special﻿
chapel﻿at﻿the﻿northern﻿flank﻿of﻿the﻿nave﻿to﻿shelter﻿them.43﻿The﻿first﻿record﻿of﻿
the﻿name﻿ad praesepe﻿may﻿not﻿accidentally﻿occur﻿in﻿the﻿pontificate﻿of﻿Pope﻿
Theodore﻿ (642–49),﻿ himself﻿ born﻿ in﻿ Jerusalem.44﻿ Its﻿ promotion﻿ occurred﻿ in﻿
a﻿dramatically﻿new﻿political﻿configuration.﻿The﻿Holy﻿Land﻿had﻿been﻿captured﻿




















the﻿ Holy﻿ Roman﻿ emperors﻿ in﻿ Rome,﻿ in﻿ which﻿ the﻿ newly﻿ crowned﻿ emperor﻿
makes﻿a﻿miniature﻿pilgrimage﻿from﻿the﻿‘Bethlehem﻿church’﻿to﻿the﻿‘Jerusalem﻿
church’.47





































Triumph﻿ of﻿ Christ.﻿ These﻿ terrestrial﻿ and﻿ heavenly﻿ layers﻿ of﻿ meaning﻿ must﻿
therefore﻿also﻿be﻿present﻿in﻿the﻿city﻿panorama.﻿The﻿buildings﻿behind﻿the﻿con-
tinuous﻿porticus﻿are﻿rendered﻿in﻿such﻿a﻿particular﻿way﻿that﻿they﻿are﻿most﻿likely﻿

































to﻿ evaluate﻿ the﻿ surviving﻿ works﻿ in﻿ Rome﻿ in﻿ a﻿ comparative﻿ way.56﻿Yet,﻿ a﻿ pro-
nounced﻿topographical﻿spotlight﻿on﻿the﻿earthly﻿Jerusalem﻿is﻿visible﻿mainly﻿in﻿
























































saving﻿ wood﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Lord’s﻿ Cross’.﻿This﻿ relic﻿ was﻿ obviously﻿ judged﻿ to﻿ have﻿ an﻿
extraordinary﻿value,﻿since﻿it﻿was﻿transferred﻿to﻿the﻿papal﻿residence﻿of﻿the﻿Lat-
eran﻿ and﻿ exposed﻿ in﻿ the﻿ Lateran﻿ basilica﻿ each﻿ year﻿ on﻿ 14﻿ September,﻿ to﻿ be﻿
kissed﻿ and﻿ worshipped﻿ by﻿ the﻿ people.﻿ It﻿ is﻿ the﻿ oldest﻿ known﻿ Cross﻿ relic﻿ in﻿
Rome﻿ that﻿ can﻿ be﻿ traced﻿ physically,﻿ with﻿ a﻿ fair﻿ amount﻿ of﻿ probability,﻿ until﻿
modern﻿times.﻿The﻿gemmed﻿cross﻿containing﻿the﻿sacred﻿wood﻿with﻿a﻿balm-
filled﻿cavity﻿in﻿its﻿centre﻿was﻿discovered﻿in﻿the﻿altar﻿of﻿the﻿Lateran﻿palace﻿cha-









































precious﻿relics﻿has﻿a﻿parallel﻿ in﻿ the﻿ imperial﻿palace﻿of﻿Constantinople,﻿ from﻿
where﻿a﻿Cross﻿relic﻿was﻿carried﻿forth﻿in﻿processions.65
Perhaps﻿ the﻿ ritual﻿ significance﻿ of﻿ Cross﻿ relics﻿ had﻿ not﻿ been﻿ essential﻿ in﻿





ceptibility﻿ for﻿ the﻿ traditions﻿of﻿ Jerusalem,﻿a﻿phenomenon﻿ likewise﻿visible﻿ in﻿








































































been﻿ controversial﻿ in﻿ Rome﻿ itself,﻿ not﻿ in﻿ the﻿ least﻿ due﻿ to﻿ obvious﻿ historical﻿

































Figure﻿6.5 Rome, S.﻿Giovanni﻿in﻿Laterano, classical bronze columns in the Altar of the Blessed 







eran﻿brothers﻿of﻿being﻿ ‘iudeaeos﻿et﻿moysistas’﻿ serving﻿a﻿ ‘synagogue’,﻿deliber-
ately﻿ avoiding﻿ the﻿ identification﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Lateran﻿ basilica﻿ with﻿ the﻿ Temple﻿ of﻿
Jerusalem.84﻿ Notwithstanding﻿ some﻿ propagandistic﻿ turns,﻿ the﻿ medieval﻿ Lat-
eran﻿complex﻿cannot﻿plainly﻿be﻿read﻿as﻿a﻿lieu de mémoire﻿of﻿the﻿Temple﻿and﻿
the﻿Holy﻿Land.﻿Ingo﻿Herklotz﻿has﻿demonstrated﻿that﻿the﻿combination﻿of﻿remi-
niscences,﻿ in﻿ which﻿ Roman﻿ antiquity﻿ as﻿ well﻿ as﻿ the﻿ first﻿ Christian﻿ emperor,﻿






















































































Figure﻿6.6 Rome, S.﻿Giovanni﻿in﻿Laterano,﻿cloisters, columns and marble stone from the 
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jects﻿ were﻿ popular﻿ souvenirs.﻿ In﻿ some﻿ places﻿ it﻿ was﻿ even﻿ necessary﻿ to﻿ place﻿
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misfortune.﻿The﻿ word﻿ “eulogia”﻿ appears﻿ on﻿ Early﻿ Christian﻿ pilgrimage﻿ ampullae﻿ from﻿
Jerusalem﻿as﻿well﻿as﻿in﻿written﻿sources.﻿
4﻿ For﻿a﻿detailed﻿study﻿of﻿the﻿eulogiae﻿pilgrims﻿took﻿from﻿the﻿Holy﻿Land,﻿see﻿Bagatti﻿1949.
5﻿ Hunt﻿1982,﻿p.﻿130﻿and﻿note﻿9,﻿with﻿a﻿reference﻿to﻿Augustine,﻿De Civitate dei,﻿22,﻿8.
6﻿ Passage﻿18,﻿2–3.﻿See:﻿Milani﻿1977,﻿p.﻿142.﻿Antoninus﻿of﻿Piacenza﻿uses﻿the﻿word﻿‘benedictio’﻿in﻿

































had﻿ had﻿ in﻿ that﻿ place.﻿ The﻿ ampullae﻿ were﻿ not﻿ complete﻿ until﻿ the﻿ pilgrims﻿
supplemented﻿ them﻿ with﻿ their﻿ own﻿ experiences,﻿ especially﻿ if﻿ the﻿ souvenirs﻿




















round﻿ bellies﻿ with﻿ detailed﻿ images﻿ in﻿ bas-relief﻿ that﻿ refer﻿ to﻿ the﻿ New﻿Testa-
ment﻿(Fig.﻿7.1).13﻿The﻿discovery﻿of﻿a﻿casting﻿mould﻿in﻿the﻿village﻿of﻿Siloam,﻿close﻿
to﻿ Jerusalem,﻿ in﻿ 1992,﻿ revealed﻿that﻿manufacturers﻿also﻿made﻿ampullae﻿with﻿
depictions﻿ of﻿ scenes﻿ from﻿ the﻿ Old﻿ Testament.14﻿ Some﻿ bear﻿ inscriptions﻿ in﻿


































the﻿ ampullae﻿ from﻿ the﻿ Holy﻿ Land﻿ refer﻿ directly﻿ to﻿ the﻿ Holy﻿ City,﻿ but﻿ scenes﻿
from﻿ Christ’s﻿ Life﻿ in﻿ Jerusalem﻿ (particularly﻿ his﻿ death﻿ and﻿ resurrection)﻿ are﻿
well﻿presented.﻿That﻿is﻿why﻿Jerusalem﻿is﻿the﻿most﻿likely﻿place﻿of﻿production.







Figure﻿7.1 Pilgrimage ampulla from Jerusalem with depictions of the worship of the 
Cross/the Crucifixion ( front) and the Women and Angel at the Holy 
Sepulchre (reverse), second half sixth or early seventh century, pewter alloy, 










periods﻿ from﻿ any﻿ other﻿ place﻿ of﻿ pilgrimage.﻿ The﻿ preserved﻿ Early﻿ Christian﻿



















16﻿ Early﻿ Christian﻿ places﻿ of﻿ pilgrimage﻿ from﻿ which﻿ ampullae﻿ whose﻿ iconography﻿ and/or﻿
inscriptions﻿ refer﻿ to﻿ their﻿place﻿of﻿origin﻿ have﻿been﻿preserved,﻿are﻿ (besides﻿ Jerusalem)﻿
Karm﻿Abu﻿Mena,﻿Nazareth,﻿Mons﻿Admirabilis,﻿Sergiopolis﻿and﻿Constantinople.
17﻿ In﻿the﻿late﻿twelfth﻿century,﻿Canterbury﻿and﻿Thessaloniki﻿follow.﻿In﻿the﻿thirteenth﻿century﻿
Vendôme,﻿ Evesham,﻿ Burton-upon-Trent,﻿ Westminster,﻿ Bromholm,﻿ Worcester,﻿ York,﻿






because﻿ they﻿ were﻿ meant﻿ to﻿ be﻿ taken﻿ from﻿ Acre﻿ to﻿ other﻿ sanctuaries﻿ in﻿ the﻿ region.﻿
175The﻿Reconquered﻿Jerusalem﻿Represented
Five﻿ampullae﻿that﻿were﻿preserved﻿from﻿the﻿Crusader﻿period﻿can﻿be﻿ascribed﻿











specific﻿ iconography﻿ is﻿ different﻿ in﻿ both﻿ periods.﻿ Three﻿ ampullae﻿ from﻿ the﻿
twelfth﻿century﻿show﻿the﻿Church﻿of﻿the﻿Holy﻿Sepulchre﻿in﻿virtually﻿the﻿same﻿









































27﻿ Folda﻿ 1995,﻿ p.﻿ 294.﻿ Moreover,﻿ for﻿ stylistic﻿ reasons﻿ he﻿ thinks﻿ the﻿ ampullae﻿ were﻿ made﻿
before﻿1160.﻿Folda﻿1995,﻿pp.﻿296–97.
Figure﻿7.2 Pilgrimage ampulla from Jerusalem with depictions of the Church of the 
Holy Sepulchre ( front) and the Women and Angel at the Tomb (reverse), 
















the﻿ three﻿ women﻿ are﻿ depicted.﻿ According﻿ to﻿ the﻿ Gospels﻿ they﻿ came﻿ to﻿ the﻿






























Demetrius﻿ was﻿ also﻿ a﻿ warrior﻿ saint﻿ the﻿ Crusaders﻿ could﻿ identify﻿ with.﻿ Once﻿














Figure﻿7.3 Pilgrimage ampulla from Jerusalem with depictions of the Church 
of the Holy Sepulchre ( front) and two warrior saints (reverse), 



















7.5).33﻿ It﻿ refers﻿ to﻿ the﻿ deliverance﻿ by﻿ Christ﻿ and﻿ mainly﻿ occurs﻿ in﻿ Byzantine﻿
33﻿ Skulpturensammlung﻿und﻿Museum﻿für﻿Byzantinische﻿Kunst,﻿Berlin,﻿inv.﻿no.﻿24/73.
Figure﻿7.4 Pilgrimage ampulla from Jerusalem with depictions of the Church of the Holy 
Sepulchre ( front) and the Descent into Hell (reverse), second half twelfth century, 























Figure﻿7.5 Pilgrimage ampulla from Jerusalem with depictions of Christ on the 
Cross ( front) and the Descent into Hell (reverse), second half twelfth 










































have﻿ broken﻿ off,﻿ but﻿ their﻿ joins﻿ are﻿ still﻿ visible.﻿The﻿ front﻿ shows﻿ an﻿ angel﻿ at﻿
Christ’s﻿empty﻿Tomb.﻿The﻿angel,﻿on﻿the﻿left﻿side﻿of﻿the﻿ampulla,﻿wears﻿a﻿long﻿
robe﻿and﻿has﻿a﻿nimbus﻿around﻿his﻿head.﻿Opposite﻿him,﻿on﻿the﻿right﻿side﻿of﻿the﻿
ampulla,﻿ the﻿Holy﻿Sepulchre﻿ is﻿ shown﻿as﻿a﻿domed﻿monument.﻿The﻿building﻿
has﻿a﻿square﻿entrance﻿at﻿the﻿front.﻿In﻿the﻿foreground﻿lie﻿a﻿number﻿of﻿unidenti-












Figure﻿7.6 Pilgrimage ampulla from Jerusalem/Bethlehem with depictions of the 
Angel at the Tomb ( front) and the Nativity (reverse), fourteenth century, 





of﻿ his﻿ travels,﻿ the﻿ French﻿ nobleman﻿ Nompar﻿ II﻿ describes﻿ the﻿ souvenirs﻿ he﻿
bought﻿during﻿his﻿stay﻿in﻿Jerusalem﻿in﻿1418﻿to﻿give﻿as﻿presents﻿to﻿his﻿wife﻿and﻿
the﻿liege﻿lords﻿and﻿ladies﻿of﻿his﻿estate.﻿Near﻿the﻿end﻿of﻿his﻿summary﻿he﻿men-





Contents of the Ampullae
It﻿is﻿not﻿only﻿the﻿iconography﻿that﻿makes﻿the﻿ampullae﻿special,﻿but﻿also﻿their﻿
contents.﻿As﻿mentioned﻿above,﻿the﻿pilgrimage﻿ampullae﻿form﻿a﻿special﻿group﻿
that﻿ has﻿ its﻿ own﻿ (extra)﻿ practical﻿ value﻿ within﻿ the﻿ category﻿ of﻿ man-made﻿
souvenirs.﻿The﻿ampulla﻿was﻿not﻿just﻿a﻿tangible﻿memento﻿of﻿Jerusalem,﻿the﻿sou-
venir﻿ also﻿ contained﻿ a﻿ memory﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Holy﻿ City.﻿That﻿ is﻿ why﻿ the﻿ pilgrimage﻿





that﻿ reveal﻿ what﻿ the﻿ original﻿ contents﻿ were,﻿ for﻿ instance﻿ ELAION XVLOV﻿
















pullae,﻿ which﻿ were﻿ half-filled﻿ with﻿ oil,﻿ were﻿ blessed﻿ in﻿ the﻿ presence﻿ of﻿ the﻿
wood﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Cross.﻿When﻿ the﻿ Cross﻿ touched﻿ the﻿ rim﻿ of﻿ the﻿ ampulla,﻿ the﻿ oil﻿
started﻿to﻿foam.﻿If﻿the﻿bottles﻿had﻿not﻿been﻿closed﻿quickly,﻿the﻿oil﻿would﻿have﻿
flowed﻿right﻿out﻿again,﻿according﻿to﻿Antoninus.43﻿
What﻿ the﻿contents﻿of﻿ the﻿pewter﻿pilgrimage﻿ampullae﻿ from﻿the﻿Crusader﻿






















sader﻿period﻿ there﻿ is﻿no﻿more﻿mention﻿of﻿oil﻿ flowing﻿ from﻿the﻿Wood﻿of﻿ the﻿
Cross,﻿however.﻿Close﻿examination﻿of﻿the﻿ampullae﻿that﻿are﻿decorated﻿with﻿a﻿
depiction﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Church﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Holy﻿ Sepulchre﻿ reveals﻿ that﻿ oil﻿ lamps﻿ hang﻿
above﻿and﻿next﻿to﻿the﻿Tomb﻿(Figs﻿7.2–7.4).﻿The﻿three﻿lanterns﻿that﻿Henry﻿the﻿
Lion﻿donated﻿to﻿the﻿Church﻿of﻿the﻿Holy﻿Sepulchre﻿in﻿1172﻿and﻿the﻿ceremony﻿of﻿
































































quered﻿ Jerusalem﻿and﻿wanted﻿people﻿ in﻿Western﻿Europe﻿to﻿know﻿about﻿ the﻿
power﻿shift﻿in﻿the﻿Holy﻿Land.﻿The﻿ampullae,﻿decorated﻿with﻿images﻿of﻿the﻿re-
built﻿Church﻿of﻿the﻿Holy﻿Sepulchre,﻿were﻿an﻿ideal﻿medium﻿for﻿this.﻿The﻿souve-
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Chapter﻿8
‘As if they had physically visited the holy places’  
Two Sixteenth-century Manuscripts Guide a Mental 
Journey through Jerusalem (Radboud University 

















of﻿ the﻿ genres﻿ was﻿ the﻿ religious﻿ exercise﻿ of﻿ mental﻿ pilgrimage.﻿ The﻿ spiritual﻿




















Augustinian Canonesses and Franciscans
Mental﻿pilgrimage﻿has﻿a﻿long﻿tradition.﻿It﻿was﻿popularized﻿during﻿the﻿late﻿four-
teenth﻿ and﻿ fifteenth﻿ centuries﻿ by﻿ different﻿ religious﻿ orders,﻿ not﻿ least﻿ by﻿ the﻿
protagonists﻿of﻿the﻿Devotio Moderna﻿or﻿Modern-Day﻿Devout,﻿a﻿spiritual﻿reform﻿












Two﻿ manuscripts﻿ in﻿ Radboud﻿ University﻿ Library﻿ illustrate,﻿ however,﻿ that﻿
























9﻿ The﻿book﻿contains﻿Hundert Betrachtungen und Begehrungen﻿in﻿Dutch﻿from﻿Henricus﻿Suso﻿
(fols﻿9–27v).﻿Suso﻿was﻿one﻿of﻿the﻿favorite﻿authors﻿of﻿the﻿Modern-Day﻿Devout.﻿Van﻿Aelst﻿
2011,﻿pp.﻿93–134;﻿Van﻿Aelst﻿2005;﻿Van﻿Aelst﻿2000,﻿pp.﻿86–88;﻿Bethlehem﻿1992,﻿p.﻿327.
Figure﻿8.1 First page of The﻿Indulgence﻿of﻿the﻿Holy﻿
Sites﻿of﻿Jerusalem, possibly written in 














Figure﻿8.2 First page of A﻿Devout﻿Exercise﻿of﻿the﻿
Passion﻿of﻿Our﻿Saviour in a prayer book for 
Passion devotion, written for a Franciscan 









From Pilgrimage to Passion Devotion
There﻿is﻿an﻿impressive﻿body﻿of﻿scholarship﻿that﻿has﻿already﻿addressed﻿mental,﻿
or﻿ virtual,﻿ pilgrimage.13﻿ The﻿ desire﻿ for﻿ mental﻿ exercises﻿ arose﻿ from﻿ the﻿ idea﻿
that﻿travelling﻿to﻿a﻿sacred﻿site﻿in﻿itself﻿did﻿not﻿constitute﻿a﻿proper﻿pilgrimage.﻿
The﻿ spiritual﻿ effort﻿ of﻿ pilgrimage﻿ was﻿ considered﻿ more﻿ important﻿ than﻿ the﻿
physical﻿strain.﻿With﻿the﻿words﻿of﻿the﻿Franciscan﻿Friar﻿Matfre﻿Hermengaud﻿in﻿
his﻿Breviari d’Amor,﻿which﻿he﻿started﻿to﻿write﻿in﻿1288:﻿‘Without﻿true﻿love﻿of﻿God﻿


































had﻿ seen﻿ the﻿ sites﻿ in﻿ Jerusalem.18﻿ In﻿ A Devout Exercise of the Passion of Our 
Saviour,﻿the﻿topographical﻿sequence﻿of﻿the﻿sites﻿has﻿been﻿abandoned﻿in﻿favour﻿
of﻿the﻿chronology﻿of﻿the﻿events.﻿After﻿the﻿stations﻿of﻿Nazareth﻿where﻿the﻿Virgin﻿
was﻿ visited﻿ by﻿ Gabriel,﻿ and﻿ Bethlehem﻿ where﻿ Christ﻿ was﻿ born,﻿ circumcized﻿
and﻿visited﻿by﻿the﻿Three﻿Magi,﻿the﻿mental﻿pilgrim﻿continues﻿with﻿the﻿sites﻿from﻿
















actual﻿ pilgrimage﻿ accounts.﻿ See:﻿ Rudy﻿ 2011,﻿ pp.﻿ 255–56;﻿ Beebe﻿ 2008,﻿ pp.﻿ 39–70;﻿ Rudy﻿
2000[b],﻿pp.﻿514–15;﻿Miedema﻿1998,﻿p.﻿92;﻿Wasser﻿ 1991,﻿pp.﻿29–32.﻿After﻿ the﻿exercises﻿of﻿
mental﻿pilgrimage﻿were﻿firmly﻿established﻿they﻿probably﻿started﻿to﻿influence﻿actual﻿pil-
grimage﻿accounts.﻿This﻿may﻿have﻿been﻿what﻿happened﻿in﻿A briefe description of Hierusa-
lem.﻿See:﻿Van﻿Adrichem﻿1595,﻿pp.﻿57–59.
20﻿ Aelred﻿of﻿Rievaulx﻿1971;﻿Aelred﻿of﻿Rievaulx﻿1957,﻿pp.﻿32–49.

































and﻿sixteenth﻿centuries.﻿In﻿the﻿mental﻿pilgrimage﻿called﻿A Devout Exercise of 
the Passion of Our Saviour﻿(‘Een﻿Devote﻿Oefeninghe﻿vander﻿Passij﻿Ons﻿Salich-

































the﻿ Passion.﻿ The﻿ sites﻿ in﻿ Jerusalem﻿ that﻿ were﻿ saturated﻿ with﻿ Christ’s﻿ blood,﻿
sweat﻿and﻿tears﻿during﻿the﻿Passion﻿were﻿important﻿–﻿if﻿not﻿the﻿most﻿important﻿
–﻿ relics﻿ of﻿ Christ﻿ on﻿ earth.31﻿ Rome﻿ and﻿ Jerusalem﻿ were﻿ complementary﻿ in﻿
many﻿respects.﻿Holy﻿Land﻿pilgrims﻿visited﻿Bethlehem﻿to﻿see﻿where﻿Christ﻿was﻿
28﻿ As-Vijvers﻿2007,﻿pp.﻿46–47.




























































jects﻿ supposedly﻿ from﻿ biblical﻿ times,﻿ not﻿ with﻿ the﻿ contemporary﻿ cities,﻿
temporal﻿ boundaries﻿ dissolve﻿ and﻿ the﻿ churches﻿ of﻿ Rome﻿ are﻿ superimposed﻿
upon﻿the﻿map﻿of﻿Jerusalem.




to﻿ Jerusalem﻿is﻿not﻿mentioned.﻿This﻿does﻿not﻿mean﻿that﻿ the﻿site﻿was﻿of﻿ less﻿
importance﻿to﻿ the﻿mental﻿pilgrim.﻿On﻿the﻿contrary,﻿ its﻿ significance﻿ is﻿amply﻿
expressed﻿in﻿the﻿plenary﻿indulgence﻿that﻿both﻿the﻿physical﻿and﻿the﻿mental﻿pil-
grim﻿could﻿gain.37﻿These﻿plenary﻿indulgences﻿were﻿reserved﻿for﻿a﻿few﻿sites﻿of﻿
major﻿ importance.﻿ In﻿contrast﻿ to﻿ the﻿ indulgences﻿ to﻿be﻿gained﻿ from﻿visiting﻿
Rome,﻿the﻿Jerusalem﻿indulgences﻿are﻿connected﻿with﻿the﻿sites﻿and﻿the﻿events﻿
rather﻿than﻿the﻿sanctuary﻿and﻿its﻿objects.
Churches﻿ are﻿ not﻿ mentioned﻿ but﻿ some﻿ of﻿ Jerusalem’s﻿ monuments﻿ are,﻿
namely﻿ the﻿ elevated﻿ place﻿ where﻿ Pilate﻿ sat﻿ when﻿ he﻿ judged﻿ Christ﻿ (called﻿
lithostrotos),﻿and﻿the﻿‘high’﻿spandrel﻿arch﻿(or﻿swych boeg)﻿which﻿was﻿believed﻿to﻿
have﻿been﻿the﻿location﻿of﻿Pilate’s﻿ecce homo﻿speech.38﻿According﻿to﻿the﻿text,﻿































































Figure﻿8.3 Master S, the Sorrows﻿of﻿the﻿Virgin in a 
roundel-reliquary, ca. 1500-1525, engraving, 145 






















































































quently﻿ with﻿ the﻿ skin﻿ of﻿ Christ.﻿ A﻿ full-size﻿ image﻿ of﻿ a﻿ nail﻿ that﻿ was﻿ used﻿ to﻿
crucify﻿Christ﻿was﻿drawn﻿on﻿a﻿page﻿alongside﻿a﻿prayer﻿to﻿the﻿Nail﻿(Fig.﻿8.5).56﻿
The﻿illuminator﻿has﻿painted﻿the﻿Nail﻿as﻿if﻿it﻿had﻿slit﻿the﻿page﻿causing﻿two﻿hori-
zontal﻿cuts,﻿disappearing﻿ through﻿one﻿of﻿ them﻿and﻿coming﻿out﻿ through﻿the﻿
other.﻿The﻿nail﻿piercing﻿the﻿page﻿brings﻿the﻿association﻿of﻿the﻿parchment﻿with﻿
the﻿ skin﻿ of﻿ Christ﻿ poignantly﻿ to﻿ the﻿ fore.﻿ In﻿ the﻿ preface﻿ to﻿ Christiaan﻿ van﻿




Figure﻿8.4 Anonymous, glued-in miniature of Christ’s 















Figure﻿8.5 Opening page of a prayer to the Nail with a 
life-size miniature of the Nail piercing the 
page, Brabant, ca. 1520 (certainly after 









Christ’s﻿ skin﻿ is﻿ literally﻿wounded.﻿From﻿the﻿unveiling﻿of﻿ the﻿heart﻿ to﻿ the﻿slit﻿
representing﻿the﻿side﻿wound,﻿this﻿print﻿provides﻿several﻿levels﻿of﻿revelation﻿for﻿
58﻿ On﻿the﻿side﻿wound,﻿see:﻿Smith﻿2012,﻿p.﻿61;﻿Lewis﻿1996,﻿pp.﻿204–29.
Figure﻿8.6 Hand-coloured single sheet print of Christ’s side 
wound with xylographic text ‘O du susser ihesu 
crist wie ser dir dem hercz durch stochen ist’ with 
later textual additions, Nuremberg, block 70 × 59 










Guide, Devotional Tool and Relic
Pilgrimage﻿accounts﻿were﻿suitable﻿reading﻿material﻿for﻿devotees﻿who﻿had﻿not﻿
been﻿to﻿Jerusalem﻿themselves,﻿because﻿it﻿allowed﻿them﻿to﻿learn﻿about﻿the﻿Gos-
pels﻿ and﻿ led﻿ to﻿ a﻿ greater﻿ understanding﻿ of﻿ Christian﻿ mysteries﻿ of﻿ salvation.﻿

































gence of the Holy Sites of Jerusalem﻿from﻿Maaseik﻿is﻿advised﻿to﻿retreat﻿to﻿a﻿se-




















Ms﻿205:﻿The Indulgence of the Holy Sites of Jerusalem.﻿Nijmegen,﻿Radboud﻿University﻿
Library,﻿Ms﻿205﻿(fols﻿240r-255r).







melick﻿ verdienen﻿ alsoe﻿ verde﻿ [sic:﻿ far﻿ from﻿ the﻿ Dutch﻿ word﻿ ‘verre’]﻿ als﻿ sij﻿ hoer﻿ harten﻿
sacken﻿ totten﻿heijlighen﻿plaetsen﻿ende﻿den﻿pr﻿nr﻿ende﻿aue﻿maria﻿ sijn﻿ lesende﻿als﻿daer﻿
staet﻿gheteijkent’.
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Jerusalem in Renaissance Italy  









dinal,﻿ kneeling﻿ and﻿ looking﻿ up﻿ to﻿ an﻿ angel﻿ who﻿ is﻿ pointing﻿ at﻿ the﻿ body﻿ of﻿















grim’s﻿ sanctuary﻿ known﻿ as﻿ Sacro Monte﻿ (‘Holy﻿ Mountain’)﻿ near﻿ the﻿ town﻿ of﻿
Varallo﻿Sesia﻿in﻿Piedmont,﻿some﻿one﻿hundred﻿kilometres﻿northwest﻿of﻿the﻿ar-










legend﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Saint,﻿ this﻿ devotional﻿ exercise﻿ became﻿ closely﻿ linked﻿ with﻿ his﻿
own﻿death,﻿which﻿occurred﻿days﻿later,﻿on﻿4﻿November﻿1584,﻿when﻿he﻿was﻿back﻿
in﻿Milan.﻿Indeed,﻿St﻿Charles﻿prayed﻿in﻿this﻿chapel﻿on﻿the﻿Sacro﻿Monte﻿‘as﻿if﻿he﻿
Figure﻿9.1 Giulio Cesare Procaccini, St﻿Charles﻿Borromeo,﻿the﻿Deceased﻿Christ﻿and﻿an﻿











cent﻿ entrance﻿ gate﻿ to﻿ the﻿ site.3﻿The﻿ present﻿ contribution﻿ is﻿ concerned﻿ with﻿
references﻿to﻿the﻿sacred﻿sites﻿of﻿Jerusalem,﻿as﻿they﻿became﻿manifest﻿in﻿Western﻿
Europe﻿and﻿more﻿specifically﻿in﻿Italy﻿during﻿the﻿Middle﻿Ages﻿and﻿the﻿Renais-



















manistic﻿ tradition.﻿The﻿ present﻿ contribution﻿ focuses﻿ primarily﻿ on﻿ the﻿ devo-
tional﻿function﻿of﻿a﻿few﻿fifteenth-﻿and﻿sixteenth-century﻿ ‘copies’﻿of﻿the﻿Holy﻿
Sepulchre,﻿by﻿ juxtaposing,﻿and﻿at﻿ the﻿same﻿time﻿relating,﻿ the﻿coarse﻿expres-








riors﻿ are﻿ decorated﻿ with﻿ frescoes﻿ and﻿ sculptures.﻿ In﻿ the﻿ case﻿ of﻿Varallo﻿ they﻿
depict﻿episodes﻿like﻿the﻿Nativity,﻿the﻿Adoration﻿of﻿the﻿Shepherds,﻿the﻿Arrival﻿of﻿




ymous﻿ craftsmen﻿ and﻿ by﻿ documented﻿ local﻿ artists﻿ such﻿ as﻿ the﻿ painter﻿ and﻿






as﻿ a﻿ group,﻿ have﻿ been﻿ introduced﻿ to﻿ UNESCO’s﻿ World﻿ Heritage﻿ List﻿ in﻿ 2003,﻿ see:﻿
Nieuwenhuis﻿2006.






tures﻿ of﻿ human﻿ figures﻿ carved﻿ in﻿ wood﻿ or﻿ modelled﻿ in﻿ terracotta﻿ or﻿ stucco,﻿
painted﻿in﻿vivid﻿colours﻿or﻿sometimes﻿even﻿sporting﻿real﻿clothes,﻿hats﻿and﻿oth-









7﻿ In﻿ publications﻿ on﻿ the﻿ Sacro﻿ Monte,﻿ Caimi﻿ is﻿ often﻿ defined﻿ as﻿ an﻿ administrator﻿ of﻿ the﻿
sacred﻿sites,﻿or﻿guardian﻿of﻿the﻿Holy﻿Sepulchre.﻿In﻿reality﻿he﻿was﻿more﻿of﻿a﻿diplomat﻿and﻿
trouble﻿shooter﻿who﻿was﻿often﻿sent﻿by﻿his﻿Order﻿and﻿religious﻿authorities﻿to﻿solve﻿prob-
Figure﻿9.3 Gaudenzio Ferrari, The﻿Arrival﻿of﻿the﻿Magi﻿in﻿Bethlehem (detail), fresco, stucco, 
1520-28, Varallo: Sacro Monte (Chapel of the Magi). Photo:﻿Bram﻿de﻿Klerck.
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dered﻿sequence﻿ in﻿ the﻿ 1560s,﻿a﻿ local﻿seventeenth-century﻿cleric﻿not﻿only﻿de-


























the﻿ (real﻿ or﻿ imagined)﻿ original﻿ edifices.﻿ The﻿ chapel﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Holy﻿ Sepulchre,﻿


















thirteenth﻿ century.﻿ Many﻿ similar﻿ chapels,﻿ more﻿ or﻿ less﻿ following﻿ the﻿ shape﻿
and/﻿or﻿measurements﻿of﻿the﻿Holy﻿House﻿of﻿Loreto﻿have﻿followed,﻿everywhere﻿
in﻿Europe.12
Loreto’s﻿sancta casa﻿ is﻿a﻿special﻿case,﻿ if﻿only﻿because﻿of﻿ its﻿ size.﻿ In﻿a﻿way,﻿
however,﻿it﻿is﻿just﻿one﻿of﻿the﻿many﻿secondary﻿relics﻿of﻿the﻿Virgin﻿Mary.﻿These﻿
10﻿ Alessi’s﻿drawings﻿have﻿been﻿published﻿in﻿Brizio﻿and﻿Stefani﻿Perrone﻿1974.
11﻿ Samuel﻿ Butler﻿ quotes﻿ the﻿ already﻿ mentioned﻿ canon﻿ Torrotti﻿ who,﻿ in﻿ 1686﻿ had﻿ written﻿













































Figure﻿9.4﻿ Varallo, Sacro Monte, reliquary with a 
piece of rock from the Holy Sepulchre, ca. 
1490. Photo:﻿Bram﻿de﻿Klerck.
Figure﻿9.5﻿ Varallo, Sacro Monte, replica of the 




this,﻿ an﻿ inscription﻿ over﻿ its﻿ entrance﻿ reads:﻿ SIMILE﻿ E﻿ IL﻿ S[AN]TO﻿ SEPVLCRO﻿
DE﻿ Y[ESV]﻿ XR[IST]O﻿ (‘Similar﻿ [to﻿ this]﻿ is﻿ the﻿ Holy﻿ Sepulchre﻿ of﻿ Jesus﻿ Christ’;﻿
Fig.﻿9.7).
‘Reproductions’ of the Holy Sepulchre
Buildings﻿referring﻿in﻿one﻿way﻿or﻿another﻿to﻿the﻿Sepulchre﻿in﻿Jerusalem﻿and﻿










ever,﻿ in﻿ outward﻿ appearance﻿ such﻿ buildings﻿ are﻿ not﻿ even﻿ close﻿ to﻿ faithful﻿
‘copies’﻿as﻿we﻿would﻿nowadays﻿understand﻿the﻿concept.15﻿Often﻿they﻿are﻿char-
acterized﻿only﻿by﻿a﻿selection﻿of﻿rather﻿vague﻿or﻿merely﻿symbolical﻿references﻿to﻿
the﻿ original.﻿ Elements﻿ in﻿ a﻿ surprising﻿ variety﻿ of﻿ degrees﻿ of﻿ obviousness﻿ and﻿
probability,﻿ turn﻿ out﻿ to﻿ have﻿ been﻿ chosen﻿ as﻿ distinguishing﻿ for﻿ the﻿ Rotunda﻿
and﻿the﻿Holy﻿Sepulchre.16





tain﻿ the﻿ intentions﻿of﻿architects﻿and﻿patrons﻿ (see﻿Schenkluhn﻿ 1999,﻿Carver﻿McCurrach﻿






Figure﻿9.7﻿ Varallo, Sacro Monte, Chapel of the Holy Sepulchre, entrance to the 
burial chamber, 1491. Photo:﻿Bram﻿de﻿Klerck.
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Fruttuaria,﻿ some﻿ twenty﻿ kilometres﻿ northwest﻿ of﻿ Turin,﻿ the﻿ monk-architect﻿
Guilielmo﻿da﻿Volpiano﻿(known﻿in﻿English﻿as﻿St﻿William﻿of﻿Dijon)﻿designed﻿an﻿
edifice﻿documented﻿as﻿the﻿‘Sepulchre’.﻿Excavations﻿have﻿revealed﻿that﻿this﻿was﻿
a﻿ freestanding﻿ chapel﻿ on﻿ a﻿ circular﻿ ground﻿ plan.﻿ Something﻿ similar﻿ can﻿ be﻿
found﻿ in﻿ the﻿ old﻿ town﻿ of﻿ Aquileia﻿ in﻿ the﻿ Northern﻿ Italian﻿ region﻿ of﻿ Friuli,﻿
where,﻿ in﻿ the﻿ years﻿ around﻿ the﻿ middle﻿ of﻿ the﻿ eleventh﻿ century,﻿ a﻿ ‘Holy﻿ Se-








































part﻿ of﻿ the﻿ former﻿ church﻿ of﻿ San﻿ Pancrazio,﻿ originally﻿ a﻿ medieval﻿ structure﻿
which﻿is﻿now﻿a﻿museum﻿dedicated﻿to﻿the﻿twentieth-century﻿Tuscan﻿sculptor﻿












The﻿ design﻿ of﻿ the﻿ chapel﻿ has﻿ been﻿ universally﻿ attributed﻿ to﻿ Alberti﻿ ever﻿
since﻿Vasari﻿ in﻿ the﻿ 1550﻿edition﻿of﻿his﻿ Vite﻿ connected﻿ the﻿ learned﻿architect’s﻿
name﻿ with﻿ the﻿ project﻿ (Fig.﻿ 9.8).22﻿ The﻿ interior﻿ of﻿ the﻿ barrel-vaulted﻿ space,﻿
which﻿was﻿originally﻿open﻿toward﻿the﻿church,﻿is﻿a﻿wonderful﻿example﻿of﻿Al-




cussions﻿ of﻿ the﻿ monument,﻿ see,﻿ e.g.:﻿ Borsi﻿ 1977,﻿ p.﻿ 105–12;﻿ Tavernor﻿ 1994,﻿ pp.﻿ 371–74;﻿
Paciani﻿2006;﻿Naujokat﻿2008,﻿Belluzzi﻿2009,﻿and﻿the﻿monograph﻿published﻿on﻿the﻿occa-
sion﻿of﻿the﻿recent﻿extensive﻿restoration:﻿Naujokat﻿2011.
Figure﻿9.8 Leon Battista Alberti, Tomb Aedicule, 























To﻿be﻿able﻿to﻿erect﻿a﻿church﻿ad similitudinem s. Jerosolimitane ecclesie﻿(‘similar﻿
to﻿the﻿church﻿in﻿Jerusalem’),﻿the﻿eleventh-century﻿Bishop﻿Meinwerk﻿of﻿Pader-
born﻿sent﻿Abbot﻿Wino﻿of﻿Helmershausen﻿to﻿Jerusalem﻿to﻿study﻿the﻿Rotunda﻿
and﻿bring﻿back﻿mensuras eiusdem ecclesie et s. sepulgri﻿(‘the﻿measurements﻿of﻿
that﻿church﻿and﻿of﻿the﻿Holy﻿Sepulchre’).25﻿Still,﻿the﻿church﻿built﻿in﻿Paderborn﻿
–﻿supposedly﻿on﻿the﻿basis﻿of﻿Abbot﻿Wino’s﻿information﻿–﻿and﻿consecrated﻿in﻿

















1036,﻿ is﻿ one﻿ of﻿ those﻿ examples﻿ of﻿ reproductions﻿ in﻿ medieval﻿ architecture﻿ in﻿
which﻿accuracy﻿remains﻿ limited﻿to﻿a﻿selection﻿of﻿essential﻿ features﻿–﻿ in﻿ this﻿
particular﻿case﻿merely﻿a﻿centralized﻿ground﻿plan﻿referring﻿to﻿the﻿Rotunda.26











structure﻿on﻿ the﻿ roof﻿of﻿ the﻿ fifteenth-century﻿ ‘original’.﻿Although﻿ the﻿monu-
ment﻿in﻿Florence﻿is﻿much﻿smaller,﻿its﻿proportions﻿follow﻿those﻿of﻿the﻿shrine﻿in﻿
Jerusalem.﻿Thus,﻿Alberti’s﻿design﻿turns﻿out﻿to﻿be﻿a﻿stylized,﻿harmoniously﻿clas-








white﻿ marble﻿ incrustation﻿ referring﻿ to﻿ a﻿Tuscan﻿ tradition﻿ in﻿ architecture,﻿ of﻿




































the﻿ Early﻿ Modern﻿ Period.29﻿ Frequently,﻿ the﻿ emptiness﻿ of﻿ the﻿ tomb﻿ received﻿
specific﻿attention﻿in﻿these﻿plays,﻿as﻿it﻿indicated﻿Christ’s﻿triumph﻿over﻿mortality.﻿
This﻿aspect﻿ is﻿emphasized﻿also﻿ in﻿Giovanni﻿Rucellai’s﻿chapel:﻿ the﻿prominent﻿















others,﻿ thirteenth-century﻿ Franciscans﻿ in﻿ Italy﻿ and﻿ the﻿ Modern﻿ Devotion﻿
Movement﻿in﻿Northern﻿Europe﻿in﻿the﻿fourteenth﻿and﻿fifteenth﻿centuries﻿began﻿
to﻿make﻿a﻿point﻿of﻿a﻿more﻿emotional,﻿personalized﻿religious﻿experience.31﻿In﻿
fifteenth-century﻿ Italy,﻿Emilian﻿artists﻿ such﻿as﻿Guido﻿Mazzoni﻿ from﻿Modena﻿
(1450–1518),﻿and﻿the﻿Bolognese﻿Niccolò﻿dell’Arca﻿(ca.﻿1435–94)﻿made﻿highly﻿ex-









factors.﻿One﻿of﻿those﻿guides﻿is﻿a﻿22﻿page﻿booklet﻿entitled﻿Questi sono li Misteri 
che sono sopra el Monte de Varalle,﻿published﻿in﻿Milan﻿by﻿Gottardo﻿da﻿Ponte﻿in﻿
1514.33﻿In﻿rhyming﻿verse,﻿it﻿offers﻿a﻿description﻿of﻿the﻿chapels﻿of﻿the﻿Sacro﻿Mon-
te﻿and﻿the﻿episodes﻿depicted﻿in﻿them.﻿The﻿verses﻿narrating﻿Christ’s﻿sepulchre﻿















33﻿ For﻿ a﻿ facsimile﻿ and﻿ discussion﻿ of﻿ the﻿ guide,﻿ see:﻿ Stefani﻿ Perrone﻿ 1987.﻿ A﻿ second﻿ guide,﻿
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The Overdetermination of the Heavenly Jerusalem  






























tions﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Heavenly﻿ Jerusalem﻿ in﻿ various﻿ windows,﻿ starts﻿ with﻿ Laudy’s﻿
1﻿ Hogema﻿1998,﻿pp.﻿2–3;﻿Laudy﻿2004;﻿Koolen﻿and﻿Van﻿Raaij﻿1997.
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and﻿ Jean-Michel﻿ Aberola﻿ in﻿ Nevers,﻿ whose﻿ windows﻿ will﻿ be﻿ described﻿ more﻿
comprehensively﻿in﻿the﻿following.﻿
Concerns with Regard to the Heavenly Jerusalem 























































Jerusalem﻿ has﻿ become﻿ so﻿ corrupted﻿ and﻿ hopeless﻿ that﻿ the﻿ said﻿ elements,﻿































sence﻿ of﻿ visual﻿ art﻿ with﻿ this﻿ problematic﻿ situation?6﻿ Is﻿ the﻿ entire﻿ (western)﻿



































saw﻿ in﻿Lüpertz’s﻿windows﻿ in﻿Nevers,﻿after﻿all.﻿When﻿choosing﻿an﻿artist﻿ for﻿a﻿
stained﻿glass﻿commission﻿it﻿is﻿therefore﻿important﻿to﻿know﻿the﻿artist’s﻿oeuvre﻿
and﻿judge﻿whether﻿it﻿fits﻿the﻿assignment.﻿
Gerárd Garouste in Talant
In﻿1995,﻿Gérard﻿Garouste﻿(b.﻿ 1946)﻿was﻿assigned﻿the﻿task﻿of﻿designing﻿all﻿ the﻿
windows,﻿forty-six﻿in﻿total,﻿of﻿the﻿early﻿Gothic﻿church﻿of﻿Talant,﻿a﻿fashionable﻿
suburb﻿ of﻿ Dijon﻿ in﻿ France;﻿ a﻿ project﻿ that﻿ was﻿ finished﻿ in﻿ 1997.10﻿ He﻿ is﻿ a﻿ re-



















From﻿the﻿start,﻿ the﻿artist﻿was﻿averse﻿ to﻿ the﻿ traditional﻿division﻿of﻿ themes﻿
between﻿the﻿sunny﻿side﻿and﻿the﻿dark﻿side﻿that﻿was﻿imposed﻿upon﻿him.12﻿The﻿
window’s﻿ commissioners﻿ would﻿ not﻿ go﻿ back﻿ on﻿ this﻿ decision,﻿ however,﻿ be-





tribute﻿ to﻿ its﻿ return.﻿ He﻿ was﻿ particularly﻿ sensitive﻿ to﻿ this﻿ because﻿ he﻿ was﻿
married﻿to﻿a﻿Jewish﻿woman﻿and﻿had﻿two﻿sons﻿with﻿her﻿who﻿were﻿therefore﻿Jew-
ish.﻿Against﻿this﻿background,﻿he﻿learned﻿Hebrew﻿and﻿preferred﻿to﻿speak﻿of﻿the﻿
Tanakh﻿(as﻿ the﻿collection﻿of﻿ the﻿Torah,﻿ the﻿Prophets﻿and﻿a﻿number﻿of﻿Writ-
ings).﻿Moreover,﻿a﻿ recently﻿published﻿autobiography13﻿ shows﻿ that﻿Garouste’s﻿
resistance﻿to﻿the﻿division﻿that﻿was﻿forced﻿upon﻿him﻿had﻿–﻿if﻿one﻿can﻿put﻿it﻿this﻿
way﻿–﻿deeper﻿and﻿very﻿personal﻿roots.﻿During﻿the﻿war,﻿his﻿father﻿had﻿system-
atically﻿ sold﻿ goods﻿ that﻿ had﻿ been﻿ seized﻿ from﻿ Jews.﻿ On﻿ the﻿ other﻿ hand,﻿ the﻿
artist﻿cooperated﻿closely﻿with﻿Père﻿Louis﻿Ladey,﻿a﻿very﻿amiable﻿village﻿priest﻿
and﻿ member﻿ of﻿ the﻿ diocesan﻿ commission﻿ that﻿ formulated﻿ the﻿ assignment.﻿
Both﻿ men﻿ got﻿ along﻿ extremely﻿ well,﻿ which﻿ resulted﻿ in﻿ great﻿ loyalty﻿ on﻿ both﻿
sides.﻿










sequence﻿of﻿women﻿ in﻿ the﻿aisles.﻿Here﻿we﻿see﻿ that﻿ the﻿sacrifices﻿of﻿ the﻿Old﻿












































Figure﻿10.1 Gérard Garouste, Jerusalem﻿
window, 1995-1997, stained 




Figure﻿10.2 Gérard Garouste, Capernaum﻿
window, 1995-1997, stained 

















the﻿ beginning﻿ rather﻿ than﻿ the﻿ end﻿ (Rev.﻿ 4.2).﻿ Garouste﻿ shows﻿ us﻿ the﻿ empty﻿
throne﻿with﻿only﻿one﻿inscription:﻿‘God﻿is﻿one’.﻿In﻿the﻿‘checkerboard’﻿in﻿the﻿low-
er﻿part﻿of﻿the﻿window,﻿we﻿can﻿see﻿a﻿reference﻿to﻿the﻿floor﻿of﻿the﻿temple﻿in﻿Jeru-












an﻿ invitation﻿ to﻿ see﻿ the﻿ window﻿ as﻿ ‘the﻿ church’,﻿ surrounded﻿ by﻿ its﻿ light﻿ and﻿
glory.﻿Thus﻿we﻿could﻿say﻿that﻿Garouste,﻿reading﻿Revelation,﻿did﻿not﻿reach﻿the﻿










word﻿ as﻿ a﻿ creative﻿ agent’17﻿ if﻿ not﻿ in﻿ order﻿ to﻿ accomplish,﻿ at﻿ least﻿ to﻿ evoke﻿ a﻿
birth,﻿or﻿as﻿it﻿were,﻿a﻿rebirth.
















18﻿ Blanchet﻿ 1998,﻿ pp.﻿ 40–8;﻿ Alberola.﻿ Entretien﻿ avec﻿ Christine﻿ Blanchet﻿ 2010;﻿ Labar﻿ 2010;﻿
Alberola﻿1999–2000,﻿p.﻿30.
19﻿ Van﻿Speybroeck﻿1998,﻿pp.﻿60–91;﻿Bansept﻿1999.﻿The﻿windows﻿were﻿commisioned﻿by﻿the﻿
Délégations﻿ aux﻿ Arts﻿ Plastiques﻿ (DAP),﻿ the﻿ programme﻿ was﻿ written﻿ by﻿ the﻿ Association 
Regards sur la Cathédrale de Nevers﻿with﻿help﻿from﻿the﻿Commission diocésaine d’art sacré.
Figure﻿10.3 Jean-Michel Alberola, Heavenly﻿Jerusalem﻿
window, also called Babylon﻿window, stained 



















The﻿ position﻿ of﻿ this﻿ window﻿ in﻿ the﻿ entire﻿ wall﻿ surface﻿ may﻿ also﻿ cause﻿

































eaten﻿ it,﻿ my﻿ stomach﻿ turned﻿ sour’.22﻿In﻿ short,﻿ in﻿ the﻿ work﻿ of﻿ this﻿ artist,﻿ the﻿
22﻿ Alberola﻿1991,﻿pp.﻿9–11.
Figure﻿10.4 Jean-Michel Alberola, Heavenly﻿Jerusalem﻿
window, also called Babylon﻿window (bottom 






























































tive﻿ to﻿ let﻿ something﻿ be﻿ born,﻿ to﻿ hold﻿ it﻿ up﻿ to﻿ the﻿ world.﻿They﻿ are﻿ after﻿ the﻿

























leads﻿ to﻿ that﻿ which﻿ we﻿ can﻿ actually﻿ expect﻿ of﻿ art:﻿ a﻿ moving﻿ presence﻿ and﻿ a﻿
partaking﻿of﻿another﻿dimension﻿of﻿existence﻿in﻿bringing﻿together﻿incompati-
bles.﻿This﻿is﻿probably﻿an﻿old-fashioned,﻿outdated﻿demand﻿on,﻿and﻿expectation﻿
of,﻿ art.﻿ Perhaps﻿ Garouste’s﻿ and﻿ Alberola’s﻿ art﻿ only﻿ finds﻿ a﻿ suitable﻿ home﻿ in﻿
churches﻿these﻿days﻿as﻿a﻿last﻿alternative﻿accommodation﻿–﻿so﻿in﻿that﻿sense﻿we﻿
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‘You want to take us to Jerusalem …’  
Medinat Weimar: A Second Jerusalem in 




According﻿ to﻿ an﻿ information﻿ sheet,﻿ which﻿ was﻿ handed﻿ out﻿ on-site﻿ and﻿ had﻿
been﻿posted﻿earlier﻿on﻿the﻿internet,﻿the﻿purpose﻿of﻿the﻿rally﻿was﻿to﻿introduce﻿







Nazis’,﻿ though﻿ more﻿ cryptic﻿ expressions﻿ and﻿ demands﻿ were﻿ also﻿ presented,﻿





both﻿ the﻿ movement’s﻿ logo,﻿ a﻿ map﻿ of﻿ the﻿ German﻿ federal﻿ state﻿ of﻿Thuringia﻿
(Thüringen)﻿ emblazoned﻿ with﻿ a﻿ Menorah,﻿ the﻿ Jewish﻿ seven-branched﻿ lamp﻿
stand,﻿and﻿its﻿adage﻿‘I﻿Y﻿Thuringia’,﻿clearly﻿hinted﻿at﻿its﻿ultimate﻿objective:﻿the﻿








This﻿ is﻿ an﻿ open﻿ access﻿ chapter﻿ distributed﻿ under﻿ the﻿ terms﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Creative﻿ Commons﻿ Attribution-
Noncommercial﻿3.0﻿Unported﻿(CC-BY-NC﻿3.0)﻿License.
255‘you﻿Want﻿To﻿Take﻿Us﻿To﻿Jerusalem﻿…’











tools﻿ of﻿ political﻿ campaigning﻿ and﻿ activism﻿ to﻿ convince﻿ the﻿ citizens﻿ of﻿ Ger-
2﻿ http://medinatweimar.org/﻿(accessed﻿on﻿1﻿May﻿2012).
Figure﻿11.1 Ronen Eidelman, Protester at the Medinat Weimar Rally 


























claring﻿ that﻿ though﻿ Medinat﻿ Weimar﻿ does﻿ not﻿ want﻿ to﻿ replace﻿ the﻿ ‘current﻿
state﻿of﻿Israel’﻿[!]﻿it﻿addresses﻿the﻿failure﻿of﻿the﻿Zionist﻿state﻿and﻿wants﻿to﻿create﻿






























and﻿ provoke﻿ by﻿ taking﻿ anti-Semitic,﻿ neo-liberal,﻿ nationalistic,﻿ Zionist﻿ argu-
ments﻿to﻿their﻿unreasonable﻿conclusions﻿illustrating﻿their﻿inner﻿logic﻿and﻿ab-
surdity’.﻿ Thus,﻿ by﻿ purposefully﻿ undermining﻿ its﻿ very﻿ foundations,﻿ Medinat﻿





Provocative﻿ intentions﻿ also﻿ become﻿ clear﻿ from﻿ Eidelman’s﻿ other﻿ art﻿ proj-
ects,﻿such﻿as﻿Coming out in Lublin, Poland, which﻿was﻿made﻿as﻿part﻿of﻿the﻿2010﻿

















venture,﻿ called﻿ Magav in Weimar,﻿ that﻿ Eidelman﻿ clandestinely﻿ undertook﻿ in﻿
2008﻿in﻿Thuringia’s﻿cultural﻿capital,﻿and﻿which﻿is﻿directly﻿related﻿to﻿the﻿Medi-








Magav in front of Goethe House,﻿Magav escorting me on the streets of Weimar,﻿






noted﻿ the﻿ irony﻿ by﻿ remarking﻿ that:﻿ ‘Almost﻿ anywhere﻿ in﻿ Germany﻿ where﻿ I﻿
would﻿park﻿the﻿jeep﻿I﻿would﻿be﻿parking﻿on﻿ugly﻿history’.8
In﻿an﻿interview﻿by﻿Nat﻿Muller﻿for﻿the﻿sixth﻿issue﻿of﻿Visual Foreign Correspon-





the﻿ streets,﻿ during﻿ demonstrations﻿ and﻿ direct﻿ actions,﻿ while﻿ exercising﻿
6﻿ Czy w twojej rodzinie jest wielka tajemnica; Czy twoja babcia mamrocze w obcym języku 














streets﻿ I﻿ don’t﻿ feel﻿ safe﻿ for﻿ myself,﻿ or﻿ my﻿ neighbours.﻿ Still,﻿ I﻿ decided﻿ to﻿
bring﻿ the﻿ Israeli﻿ border﻿ police﻿ to﻿Weimar﻿ due﻿ to﻿ the﻿ unusual﻿ situation﻿
which﻿is﻿comprised﻿of﻿the﻿unique﻿relationship﻿between﻿Israel﻿and﻿Ger-
many,﻿ the﻿ catastrophic﻿ past﻿ and﻿ because﻿ of﻿ the﻿ place﻿ Israel’s﻿ security﻿
forces﻿take﻿up﻿within﻿the﻿discourse﻿about﻿security﻿and﻿militarism.









this﻿ action﻿ would﻿ bring﻿ about﻿ and﻿ how﻿ the﻿ presence﻿ of﻿ a﻿ militarized﻿ police﻿


























ion﻿ at﻿ Giardini’.12﻿ That﻿ the﻿ Medinat﻿ Weimar﻿ project﻿ is﻿ still﻿ ongoing﻿ proves﻿
Eidelman’s﻿contribution﻿to﻿the﻿recent﻿Heimatkunde﻿exhibition,﻿which﻿was﻿held﻿
at﻿the﻿Jewish﻿Museum﻿in﻿Berlin﻿from﻿September﻿16th﻿2011﻿till﻿January﻿29th﻿2012.﻿




financial﻿ability﻿ to﻿ rent﻿a﻿ space﻿and﻿hold﻿a﻿decent﻿exhibition﻿ (like﻿ the﻿Palestinian﻿and﻿
gypsy﻿participations)…’













































of﻿ the﻿ exhibition.17﻿ More﻿ tellingly﻿ this﻿ Podiumsgespräch was﻿ given﻿ the﻿ title﻿









16﻿ Gideon﻿Levy,﻿ ‘Fear﻿ is﻿driving﻿Israelis﻿ to﻿obtain﻿ foreign﻿passports’,﻿Haaretz (2﻿ June﻿2011);﻿
Tzvika﻿Brot,﻿‘German﻿passport﻿popular﻿in﻿Israel’,﻿Israel News (31﻿May﻿2011).
17﻿ Weimar, das künftige Jerusalem? Podiumsgespräch mit Aktivisten des Komitees «Medinat 




with﻿a﻿similar﻿art﻿project,﻿the﻿Jewish Renaissance Movement in Poland﻿( JRMiP),﻿
by﻿ the﻿ Israeli-Dutch﻿ artist﻿ Yael﻿ Bartana.﻿ The﻿ fictitious﻿ Jewish﻿ Renaissance﻿
Movement,﻿which﻿promotes﻿the﻿return﻿of﻿3.3﻿million﻿Jews﻿to﻿Poland,﻿is﻿simu-
lated﻿ through﻿ videos,﻿ stories,﻿ and﻿ conferences.18﻿ Bartana’s﻿ cinematographic﻿
trilogy,﻿ Mary Koszmary (Nightmare) (2007),﻿ Mur i wieża (Wall and Tower) 
(2009),﻿and﻿Zamach (Assassination) (2011),﻿was﻿part﻿of﻿the﻿official﻿Polish﻿con-
tribution﻿to﻿the﻿54th﻿International﻿Art﻿Exhibition﻿in﻿Venice﻿of﻿2011,﻿called﻿…﻿














































as﻿a﻿‘Staat﻿der﻿Statenlosen’﻿(State of Stateless),﻿‘Staat﻿der﻿Wurzellosen’﻿(State of 













“symbolic”﻿ community﻿ of﻿ a﻿ religious﻿ nature﻿ (i.e.﻿ church).27﻿ It﻿ seems﻿ beyond﻿












notes﻿ ‘Auch﻿ fiktionale﻿ Wirklichkeiten﻿ haben﻿ Auswirkung﻿ auf﻿ uns’.28﻿ Kugel-





Israel,﻿ the﻿ Palestinians﻿ and﻿ other﻿ Arab﻿ visitors﻿ and﻿ Neo-Nazis﻿ would﻿ not﻿ be﻿
able﻿to﻿identify﻿it﻿as﻿an﻿art﻿project’.30﻿











































tog ’kh vel oyle zayn, in Eretz Thüringen arayn. Eretz Thüringen! Eretz Thüringen! 
Eretz Thüringen, vu bist du?’,﻿which﻿translates﻿as:﻿‘One﻿day,﻿I﻿want﻿to﻿be﻿a﻿pil-
grim/an﻿immigrant,﻿in﻿the﻿Land﻿of﻿Thuringia.﻿The﻿Land﻿of﻿Thuringia!﻿Land﻿of﻿
Thuringia,﻿where﻿are﻿you?’35﻿
Two﻿ things﻿ come﻿ to﻿ our﻿ attention.﻿To﻿ begin﻿ with,﻿ there﻿ is﻿ no﻿ mention﻿ of﻿
Medinat Weimar, the﻿“Weimar﻿State,” as﻿a﻿twist﻿to﻿the﻿Weimar﻿Republic.﻿Instead﻿




The﻿second﻿stanza﻿goes:﻿‘Eynem a tog ’kh vel zoykhe zayn, in Eretz Thüringen 
arayn. ay yah-yah-ay, in Eretz Thüringen arayn!﻿(One﻿day,﻿I﻿want﻿to﻿be﻿worthy﻿to﻿
enter﻿/﻿live﻿to﻿see﻿the﻿Land﻿of﻿Thuringia.)﻿Interestingly,﻿this﻿second﻿stanza﻿is﻿
sung﻿as﻿an﻿opening﻿canto﻿by﻿Kahn﻿en﻿Korolenko﻿in﻿the﻿YouTube﻿clip﻿The﻿Unter-
nationale greet Medinat Weimar of﻿2009,﻿though﻿with﻿the﻿Eretz Thüringen re-






35﻿ http://www.jmberlin.de/heimatkunde/kunstwerke/en/eidelman.php﻿ ‘Medinat﻿ Weimar﻿ Pro-
motional﻿Video’,﻿ videoclip﻿ (uploaded﻿ by﻿ amhaaretz﻿ on﻿ 12﻿ September﻿ 2011),﻿ Youtube, http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=xVGeR4r5hbk﻿(accessed﻿on﻿1﻿May﻿2012).
267‘you﻿Want﻿To﻿Take﻿Us﻿To﻿Jerusalem﻿…’











German,﻿the﻿core﻿being:﻿‘Nor mit a nayer un frayer veymarer republik ken man 









and﻿English﻿of﻿the﻿text ‘Un zol vi vayt nokh zayn di tsayt fun libe un fun sholem 
dokh kumen vet, tsi fri, tsi shpet di tsayt – es iz keyn kholem!’40﻿The﻿ lines﻿ that﻿
36﻿ ‘Unternationale﻿greet﻿Medinat﻿Weimar’,﻿video﻿clip﻿(uploaded﻿by﻿amhaaretz﻿on﻿26﻿June﻿

















cian﻿ Daniel﻿ Kahn﻿ has﻿ recommended﻿ this﻿ song﻿ as﻿ the﻿ anthem﻿ for﻿ the﻿ move-
ment﻿[of﻿Medinat﻿Weimar]’.42﻿This﻿hymn,﻿often﻿sung﻿in﻿Yiddish﻿schools﻿in﻿the﻿
United﻿States,﻿should﻿not﻿be﻿confused﻿with﻿a﻿workers﻿song﻿(of﻿the﻿Jewish﻿La-
bour﻿ Movement)﻿ with﻿ the﻿ same﻿ name,﻿ as﻿ Eidelman﻿ probably﻿ did﻿ when﻿ he﻿
called﻿it﻿‘an﻿old﻿Bund﻿freedom﻿song’﻿in﻿the﻿clip’s﻿description.43﻿As﻿an﻿outro﻿to﻿
the﻿clip﻿Kahn﻿wants﻿to﻿declaim﻿Eretz Thüringen again,﻿but﻿quasi-accidentally﻿
starts﻿ to﻿sing﻿Eretz Yisroel, correcting﻿his﻿mistake﻿promptly﻿with﻿an﻿ ‘Oh’,﻿ fol-
lowed﻿by﻿the﻿proper﻿wording,﻿and﻿backed-up﻿vocally﻿by﻿Korolenko.
Music, Language and Image
In﻿the﻿Berlin﻿Podiumgespräch﻿the﻿formative﻿principles﻿of﻿Jewish﻿identity﻿were﻿
discussed,﻿as﻿well﻿as﻿the﻿ideological﻿basis﻿for﻿Medinat﻿Weimar,﻿such﻿as﻿the﻿de-
fence﻿ against﻿ an﻿ experienced﻿ prosecution,﻿ but﻿ also﻿ a﻿ (Non-Zionist)﻿ national﻿
Jewish﻿awareness,﻿which﻿was﻿fed﻿by﻿the﻿fact﻿that﻿Eastern-European﻿Jewry﻿had﻿
an﻿ important﻿ cultural denominator,﻿ namely﻿ its﻿ own﻿ language﻿ (Yiddish).﻿Yid-
dish﻿ emerged,﻿ after﻿ all,﻿ as﻿ the﻿ lingua franca﻿ of﻿ a﻿ large﻿ Jewish﻿ community﻿ in﻿
Eastern﻿ Europe﻿ which﻿ renounced﻿ Zionism﻿ and﻿ sought﻿ Jewish﻿ cultural﻿ unity﻿
and﻿autonomy﻿in﻿Europe.﻿For﻿this﻿reason﻿it﻿seems﻿logical﻿to﻿choose﻿the﻿mother﻿


















by﻿ Ben﻿ Zimet﻿ and﻿ Manfred﻿ Lemm,﻿ amongst﻿ many﻿ others.﻿ Although﻿ the﻿ old﻿
guard﻿certainly﻿has﻿not﻿disappeared﻿from﻿the﻿scene,﻿since﻿the﻿beginning﻿of﻿the﻿
twenty-first﻿century﻿a﻿second﻿klezmer﻿revival﻿is﻿going﻿on.











released﻿a﻿modern﻿Chinese﻿version﻿of﻿the﻿classic﻿song﻿Mayn Rue Plats (My﻿Rest-
ing﻿Place)﻿by﻿Morris﻿Rosenfeld﻿(1862–1923).46﻿It﻿is﻿no﻿coincidence﻿that﻿Berner﻿
and﻿ his﻿ compatriot﻿ Benjy﻿ Fox-Rosen,﻿ are﻿ considered﻿ participants﻿ of﻿ the﻿ so-









The Unternationale – a﻿combined﻿artistic﻿effort﻿with﻿the﻿band﻿Oy Division – fea-
tures﻿a﻿Russo-English﻿translation﻿of﻿the﻿song Oy, ir narishe tsienistn (“Oh, You 
45﻿ See﻿for﻿this﻿phenomenon﻿in﻿Poland:﻿Waligórska﻿2005.

























of﻿ the﻿ “Jewish﻿Threat”,﻿epitomized﻿by﻿ the﻿Rothschild﻿ family,﻿considering﻿ the﻿
inscription﻿on﻿the﻿aureole﻿which﻿reads﻿“diev﻿pro[tège]﻿israel”﻿(May﻿God﻿pro-
tect﻿ Israel).53﻿ According﻿ to﻿ Jean-Michel﻿ Renault﻿ ‘le﻿ banquier﻿ Rothschild﻿







tocols of the Elders of Zion,﻿an﻿elaborate﻿anti-Semitic﻿hoax﻿–﻿though﻿that﻿was﻿
only﻿first﻿published﻿in﻿Russian﻿in﻿1906.55﻿The﻿book﻿purports﻿to﻿document﻿the﻿
50﻿ Daniel﻿ Kahn,﻿ Psoy﻿ Korolenko,﻿ Oy﻿ Division, The Unternationale / Унтернационал / 
.CD/Digi-pack,﻿Auris﻿Media﻿Records,﻿AUM014,﻿2008 ,דערiַאונטערנַאטיָאנַאלע
51﻿ The﻿Phonoarchive﻿of﻿Jewish﻿Folklore﻿at﻿the﻿Vernadsky﻿National﻿Library,﻿no.﻿1247,﻿A﻿694.3.﻿
















The﻿ artwork﻿ designers,﻿ Victor﻿ Levin﻿ and﻿ Chen﻿ Langer,﻿ have﻿ connected﻿ a﻿
speech﻿balloon﻿to﻿Rothschild’s﻿mouth﻿that﻿reads﻿‘Pleased﻿to﻿meet﻿you’﻿in﻿Yid-
dish,﻿Russian﻿and﻿English,﻿followed﻿by﻿‘hope﻿you﻿guess﻿my﻿name﻿…’,﻿referring﻿to﻿
the﻿first﻿song﻿of﻿the﻿CD,﻿Rakhmones afn tayfl, a﻿klezmer﻿version﻿of﻿the﻿Stones’﻿




58﻿ Credited﻿in﻿the﻿liner﻿notes﻿of﻿The Unternationale as:﻿‘After﻿reb﻿Mikhl﻿Jagger’﻿.














more﻿ to﻿ it?﻿The﻿ first﻿ two﻿ original﻿ stanzas﻿ are﻿ in﻿Yiddish,﻿ the﻿ same﻿ as﻿ in﻿ the﻿
original﻿song.﻿They﻿are﻿followed﻿with﻿Kahn’s﻿very﻿free﻿translation:﻿‘Oh﻿you﻿fool-
ish﻿little﻿Zionist/﻿With﻿your﻿utopian﻿mentality/﻿You’d﻿better﻿go﻿down﻿the﻿fac-
59﻿ World Turned Upside Down: No News, and Strange News, ed.﻿ by﻿ J.﻿ Kendrew,﻿ Colliergate,﻿
York﻿s.d.

















oyf mayn hand un ikh shver (“I﻿ raise﻿my﻿hand﻿up﻿and﻿I﻿swear”)﻿of﻿ the﻿Beitar﻿
Movement,﻿a﻿Revisionist﻿Zionist﻿youth﻿organization﻿founded﻿in﻿1923﻿in﻿Riga,﻿
Latvia,﻿by﻿Vladimir﻿(Ze’ev)﻿Jabotinsky﻿(1880–1940).62﻿The﻿song﻿also﻿appears﻿as﻿










(Zwiebelmarkt)﻿ will﻿ not﻿ be﻿ cancelled,﻿ in﻿ contrast﻿ to﻿ the﻿ Weimar﻿ Klezmer﻿
60﻿ ‘Psoy﻿Korolenko﻿and﻿Daniel﻿Kahn,﻿“Oy,﻿you﻿foolish﻿Zionists”’,﻿videoclip﻿(uploaded﻿by﻿TheSh-
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 Mary Koszmary (Nightmare)  263







































































 Coming out in Lublin, Poland  257
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﻿ Malen = Verbrennen  65n13
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